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ABSTRACT 

Ad-hoc networks are crucial enablers of next generation communications. Such networks 

can be formed and reconfigured dynamically and they can be mobile, standalone or inter- 

networked with other networks. Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) are established by a 

group of autonomous nodes that communicate with each other by establishing a multihop 

radio network and maintain connectivity in an infrastructureless manner. Security of the 

connections between devices and networks is crucial. Current MANET routing protocols 

inherently trust all participants being cooperative by nature and they depend on neigh- 

bouring nodes to route packets to a destination. Such a model allows malicious nodes to 

potentially harm MANET communications links or reveal confidential data by launching 

different kind of attacks. The main objective of this thesis is to investigate and propose 

security mechanisms for MANET communications mainly emphasising on emergency sce- 

narios where first responders' devices communicate by establishing a decentralised wire- 

less network. To this end, we have proposed security mechanisms for innovative routing 

and peer-to-peer overlay mechanisms for emergency MANETs proposed supplementarily 

to the findings of this thesis. Such security mechanisms guarantee confidentiality and in- 

tegrity of the emergency MANET communications. We have also proposed novel ways of 

improving availability in MANETs in presence of intrusion detection systems by increasing 

the nodes' lifetime based on a novel game theoretic routing protocol for MANETs. We have 

thoroughly evaluated the performance of all the proposed mechanisms using a network 

simulator. The main objective of undertaking these evaluations was to guarantee that secu- 

rity introduces affordable overhead thereby respecting the Quality-of-Service of MANET 

communication links. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

"It shouldn't surprise you that a system that is designed to be manufactured as cheaply as possible is 

designed with no security constraints whatsoever". Peter Neumann 

2 

This chapter introduces the direction of our work, the motivation that drives us into 

carrying out this research, and the research contributions of this thesis. In Section 1.1, 

we introduce fundamental issues of Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) emphasising se- 

curity. Section 1.2 discusses the research objectives while Section 1.3 presents our main 

research contributions and mentions the main publications related to the work undertaken 

in this thesis. Finally, in Section 1.4 we briefly outline this thesis' main structure. 

1.1 Research motivation 

1.1.1 Mobile ad-hoc networks 

The Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), developed back in the 1990s, are one of the most 

important license-exempt access network technologies nowadays. They allow data, voice 

and video communications over a wireless channel. A particular class of standards which 

has clearly dominated the market is the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics En- 

gineers) 802.11 wireless LAN, also known as Wireless-Fidelity (Wi-Fi). These networks can 

operate in two modes; (i) infrastructure, which uses a wireless access point, and (ii) ad-hoc 
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mode, which allows the creation of a self-configuring network consisting of mobile routers 

(for example laptops, smart phones) which are interconnected by wireless links. The latter 

are called MANETs [1] and their scope is to enable routing functionalities into the mobile 

nodes. A MANET, as described by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) MANET 

Working Group (WG), is a temporary or permanent autonomous network comprised of 

free roaming nodes intending to establish wireless communications in absence of network 

infrastructures. 

The main role of MANETs is to enable wireless and mobile communication services 

without using the expensive service-provider network and without having a previously 

set up infrastructure. The network in that case is decentralised and the mobile nodes must 

accomplish network activities (network discovery) and must deliver the messages to each 

other by acting as routers. Therefore, MANET devices are able to sense the presence of 

other devices, establish communication links among them and communicate information. 

MANETs consist of a set of self-organised communicating devices that may play the role 

of a data source, destination or router. Data can be sent directly from a source to a destination 

if both are within the same communication range of each other. This range is defined, each 

time, by the enabling technology such as Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4), Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1) 

and Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11). 

1.1.2 MANET applications 

In the following we categorise the major MANET applications: 

" Wireless mesh networks: these networks can provide both indoor and outdoor broad- 

band wireless connectivity in urban, suburban, and rural environments without the 

need for costly wired network infrastructure. Examples of such networks could be 

the following: 

- Public Internet access networks: These are wireless mesh networks that could 

provide broadband, for instance, in a town; 
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- Intelligent transportation systems: Wireless mesh networks could act as informa- 

tion delivery systems to control transportation services; 

- Public safety systems: Wireless mesh networks could be the vehicle to address the 

requirements of law enforcement agencies and city governments by supporting 

military communications or emergency communications as substitute of current 

Public Protection Disaster Relief (PPDR) systems. 

" Opportunistic Networks: these networks can provide intermittent Internet connectivity 

to rural and developing areas in low prices. Another application of opportunistic 

networks could be, for instance, wildlife monitoring to track wild species, examine 

their behaviour and understand their reaction to the ecosystem changes due to human 

activities. 

" Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks: these networks use ad-hoc communications to assist driv- 

ing and increasing car safety. Examples of such communications could be the propa- 

gation of data from the roadside and from other cars or the provision of information 

regarding obstacles on the road, emergency events and traffic information to drivers 

(requiring multi-hopping mainly due to line-of-sight limitations). 

" Wireless Sensor Networks: these networks consist of wireless, battery powered sensors 

with computing and communication capabilities. Examples of applications of wire- 

less sensor networks that target to communicate information between sensors or to a 

central entity, could be the following: 

- Tracking applications: wireless sensor nodes can be deployed to sense the presence 

of persons and objects in certain areas; 

- Smart homes: in today's houses wireless sensors and actuators can communicate 

with the environment and people, delivering next generation services as smart 

metering, smart lighting and so on; 

- Environmental monitoring: wireless sensors can be used for forest fire detection, 
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flood detection, to allow a fast reaction before an accident becomes uncontrol- 

lable; 

- Health monitoring: wireless sensors can be used as part of a health monitoring 

system provided to a patient. Such sensors could, for instance, communicate 

with the patient's doctor in order to send notifications about the health status or 

alarms in case of an emergency health condition. 

1.1.3 Emergency MANETs 

The transition to Next Generation Networks (NGNs) is often coupled with the vision of inno- 

vative services providing personalised and customisable services over an all-IP (Internet 

Protocol) infrastructure. To enable a smooth transition, next generation all-IP networks 

need not only to support more services but also to support current vital services such as 

emergency services. 

Our modem densely populated cities have created an Achilles heel for public safety 

services where natural or man-made disasters often result in high casualties. In these 

events, existing telecommunication infrastructures, such as Global System for Mobile Com- 

munications (GSM), may either collapse or get congested. For instance, the 2005 London 

bombings have exposed the inadequacy of current Public Protection and Disaster Relief 

(PPDR) communication systems for modern response operations. 

Therefore, it is important to design and develop alternative means of communica- 

tion infrastructure, such as mobile ad-hoc networking, to allow First Responders (FRs) to 

communicate in a reliable manner. In addition, as current PPDR systems are significantly 

expensive to operate', MANETs can have a significant economic impact by reducing the 

cost of procuring and operating PPDR communication systems. MANETs can also reduce 

the cost of mobile data traffic compared to existing traditional PPDR technologies and will 

have no operational cost by using license exempt parts of the spectrum. Additionally, cross- 
border European PPDR initiatives would be feasible at much lower cost since MANETS 

'At the moment First Response (FR) organisations must pay whenever FRs communicate with each other. 
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can provide an appropriate interoperable communication platform. 

In a nutshell, migrating PPDR systems to NGNs, such as MANETs, will significantly 

help FRs to enhance their response during emergency situations by: 

9 providing multimedia services (text, video, data) and, 

" establishing an all-IP based system allowing FRs from the same or different organi- 

sations to communicate with each other. Such a system will also help citizens to look 

efficiently for friends and relatives in case of large scale disasters. In addition, the 

all-IP nature of MANETs enables interoperability with other IP-based technologies 

such as Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). 

To meet the above challenges, the EU FP7 ICT-SECURITY PEACE project investigated 

the provisioning of day-to-day emergency communications in next generation all-IP net- 

works. Part of PEACE's scope was to deploy MANETs to reduce operation cost compared to 

traditional PPDR systems, enable interoperability between different emergency teams such 

as police, fire brigade, paramedics and enable communication when traditional telecom- 

munications infrastructures, such as 3G, have failed. 

This PhD was funded by PEACE thereby some of the objectives of this thesis have been 

examined within the realm of emergency communications as described in this project. Con- 

sequently, this thesis was partially required to operate within the constraints set by 

PEACE. For instance, the selected scenarios consider emergency network communications 

by being simulated and evaluated using the Mission Critical Mobility (MCM) model [2] 

which has been developed within the context of PEACE. The main functionality of MCM 

is the simulation of the FRs' mobility during rescue missions, in presence of obstacles. 

The main PEACE research contributions concerned with the provision of high Quality- 

of-Service (QoS) multimedia communications for emergency MANETs (eMANETs) are the 

following: 

9A novel MANET routing mechanism which outperforms traditional MANET routing 

protocols in terms of QoS such as delay and jitter; 
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9 Security for such a routing mechanism (one of the contributions of this thesis, this 

will be part of the research objective R02, as introduced in section 1.2); 

"A novel peer-to-peer overlay for MANETs which outperforms the traditional Dis- 

tributed Hash Tables (DHTs) mechanisms in terms of average path length, average 

lookup delay and completed lookups; 

9 Security for such a novel peer-to-peer overlay architecture (part of the research ob- 

jective R03). 

1.1.4 MANET characteristics 

A great number of authors have investigated aspects, requirements and solutions for 

MANET security, such as [3]. The task of creating solutions for providing the standard secu- 

rity goals of confidentiality, integrity and availability is particularly challenging in MANETs, 

primarily due to their following characteristics: 

" Exposure through the wireless medium: MANETs impose several challenges since the use 

of wireless links allows a large set of attacks to target these networks. This happens 

because signals are propagated from a source node over the open air to all directions 

and prospective attacks can be launched by anyone and from any direction. Although 

a mechanism can provide confidentiality and integrity of the messages sent over a 

MANET, it can not provide defence against traffic analysis. In addition, adversaries 

can launch a Denial of Service (DoS) attack, such as jamming, in oder to disrupt the 

MANET communications. 

" Weaknesses of routing protocols: MANET nodes need to cooperate with each other 

to carry out routing functionalities, as in Fig. 1.1. Thus, routing can introduce a 

significant security hole in the presence of malicious nodes. Data tampering, DoS 

and impersonation attacks are some examples of malicious activities that can be 

easier, than WLANs, launched against MANETs due to the cooperative nature of 

routing protocols. 
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" Lack of fixed and centralised infrastructure: MANETs do not deploy any fixed infrastruc- 

ture meaning that central nodes to direct packets do not exist. Therefore, monitoring 

traffic in MANETs becomes a harder problem while public key cryptography schemes 

are hard to employ since they require the existence of a Certificate Authority (CA) which 

must be a central trusted point. Another aspect of MANETs that increase the diffi- 

culty for monitoring the network traffic is the network segmentation which takes 

place when MANET nodes move in different locations of the network in a way that 

they make communication partitions while some of them lose connection towards 

some destination nodes. The same situation occurs when MANET nodes die faster 

by exhausting their battery levels. 

" Limited resources: MANET devices are usually smart devices such as mobile phones, 

personal digital assistants, tablets or laptops. These have limited memory, battery 

level, processing power and cannot support very high network bandwidth. These hin- 

der the application of computationally intensive security algorithms such as greedy 

asymmetric cryptographic schemes and data management. 

" Mobility and dynamic topology: In MANETs, nodes are allowed to move peremptorily, 

thereby network topology can change in a non-stochastic manner causing changes to 

the MANET routing tables. Consequently, this can cause high complexity in terms of 

network management. Also, the frequent changes in the dynamic network topology 

makes hard to differentiate normal from malicious behaviour. In addition, due to 

mobility reasons nodes can be at risk of being compromised. 

1.1.5 Security of MANETs 

The main security requirements applied to MANETs are summarised as follows: 

" Confidentiality: In a MANET only the sender and the intender receiver of a message 

should be able to reveal its contents. 
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. Integrity: Message integrity ensures that messages can be modified only by authorised 

MANET nodes using authorised ways. Any unauthorised alteration can be detected 

by other MANET nodes. On the other hand, message origin authentication guarantees 

that both the sender and the receiver of a message must be able to confirm that the 

other communication party is who claims to be. Furthermore, when entity authentica- 

tion is satisfied, each MANET node can verify the identity of the other communicating 

party while data authentication guarantees as to the origin of data. Non-repudiation en- 

sures that the origin of a message cannot deny having sent the message. 

" Availability: Such a requirement aims to ensure that network services are available in 

spite of malicious activities. 

1.2 Research aims and objectives 

This thesis aims to contribute to MANET security by applying symmetric cryptography to 

secure existing MANET protocols and architectures. Another goal is to conduct network 

performance evaluation using packet level network simulators. In this way, this thesis 

prepares the grounds for prototype implementations. The main Research Objectives (ROs) 

of this thesis are summarised, as follows: 

ROl. To improve availability in emergency MANETs by mitigating wormhole attacks, based 

on extending the Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [41 routing protocol; 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the thesis' research objectives and their correlation 
with the main security requirements. 

R02. To establish confidentiality and integrity for emergency MANETs by providing a secure 

version of the ChaMeLeon (CML) routing protocol published in [5]; 

R03. To provide security for peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays in MANETs by extending the Re- 

liable Overlay Based Utilisation of Services and Topology ROBUST architecture published 

in [6]; 

R04. To devise new game theoretic models for formulating interactions between MANET 

IDSs and a group of malicious nodes, with an emphasis on defending routes and 

nodes; 

R05. To use these models for the design of a novel game theoretic routing protocol, reducing 

the network-wide intrusion detection cost of protecting MANET routes. 

Throughout this dissertation, we will refer to these objectives by using their acronyms ROl 

- R05. 
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In the following we summarise the thesis' research contributions with regards to the dif- 

ferent research objectives: 

" To address ROl, we have designed the novel AODV-Wormhole Attack Detection Reac- 

tion (AODV-WADR) protocol to control wormhole attacks in emergency MANETs by 

identifying long delays in the communication links and excluding corresponding 

nodes from the network. We have simulated this protocol using the network simu- 

lator ns-2. We have finally undertook comparisons of AODV-WADR with AODV, by 

evaluating end-to-end packet delay and packet loss. - Related Publication: [7]. 

" To achieve R02, we have designed the Secure ChaMeLeon (SCML) protocol. SCML is 

the secure version of CML and it has been designed by using a hybrid version (AH 

and ESP in transport mode) of IPsec tailored for MANETs. SCML has been simulated 

in ns-2 in order to evaluate its performance in terms of throughput, extra routing 

load due to security and average end-to-end packet delay showing that the protocol can 

support high QoS communications in emergency cases. Within the same context, we 

have undertook comparison of SCML with the pure CML, CML using IPsec in AH 

mode and CML using IPsec in ESP by evaluating the cumulative packet end-to-end delay, 

cumulative routing control load and cumulative throughput. More importantly, we have 

undertook comparison with SAODV, in terms of routing control load and the ratio of 

data to routing control load. - Related Publications: [S], [9] and [10]. 

" Regarding R03, we have designed the secure version of the novel peer-to-peer overlay 

architecture for MANETs, called ROBUST, by securing the DHT signalling messages, 

using symmetric key encryption. To evaluate the performance of this secure architecture 

we have used ns-2 simulations. The results illustrate the end-to-end DHT data request 

delay and overhead, and DHT signalling packet loss to ensure that such a secure peer-to- 

peer overlay architecture can support high QoS communications which is a crucial 

requirement of emergency MANETs. - Related Publication: [6]. 
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" To address R04, we have proposed two game theoretic models. The first model is a 

non-cooperative, non-zero sum game model that aims to minimise the energy spent 

for intrusion detection to defend the different MANET routes. The second model 

proposes an optimal defence strategy for MANETs by deriving the intrusion detection 

effort required to achieve an "optimal" balance between intrusion detection cost, for 

defending MANET nodes, and detection accuracy. Based on the second model, we 

have undertaken numerical analysis using MATLAB to evaluate the MANET utility 

by deriving its performance for different types of networks, mobility levels, packet sizes 

and intrusion detection rates. - Related Publications: [111 and [121. 

" R05 has been fulfilled by the proposed Game Theoretic MANET Routing (GTMR) pro- 

tocol which increases MANET availability by reducing the network-wide intrusion 

detection cost for defending MANET routes, based on a non-cooperative game the- 

oretic model. By developing GTMR in ns-2, we have conducted comparisons with 

AODV, OLSR and AOMDV, to evaluate the average node lifetime, total routing overhead, 

average end-to-end packet delay and average intrusion detection energy cost per node. This 

contribution addresses R05. - Related Publications: [11] and [13]. 

1.4 Thesis structure 

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the 

state of the art in relevant research fields. This chapter presents a general survey of MANET 

security research by providing a detailed explanation of the MANET security requirements, 

vulnerabilities and attacks. It also discusses how the emergency MANET setting changes 

the security requirements and the assumptions that have been made throughout this thesis 

regarding emergency MANETs. For each of the research questions considered in our work, 

this chapter provides adequate background to understand the problem being worked on, 

presents a detailed literature review of the examined topics and concludes by identify- 

ing our contributions. Chapter 3 focuses on secure routing approaches for emergency 
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MANETs. First, it proposes and evaluates a routing protocol which improves availability in 

emergency MANETs by mitigating wormhole attacks based on extending the well-known 

AODV protocol. Second, it proposes and evaluates a secure version of the CML routing 

protocol to establish confidentiality and integrity for emergency MANETs. In Chapter 4 we 

examine how to provide security for peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays in MANETs. Especially, 

we propose the secure version of the novel peer-to-peer overlay architecture for MANETs, 

called ROBUST, by securing the DHT signalling messages. We then present and discuss 

the performance evaluation results retrieved by developing this DHT architecture in ns-2 

and comparing this protocol with the pure ROBUST by evaluating average end-to-end 

DHT data request delay, overhead and DHT signalling packet loss. Chapter 5 examines 

how to increase MANET availability in presence of intrusion detection systems, by re- 

ducing the network-wide intrusion detection cost for defending either the MANET routes 

or nodes. We have used game theory to model non-cooperative security games between a 

MANET and a group of collaborative malicious nodes called malicious coalition (MC). Specif- 

ically, we propose two game theoretic models as follows. Model I formulates the situation 

where a MANET defends routes whilst Model II examines the case where the MANET 

protects individual nodes. Based on Model I, we propose and evaluate the Game Theoretic 

MANET Routing (GTMR) protocol which maximises the utility of the MANET at the NE 

thus leading to an optimal defence strategy for the MANET. Based on Model II we derive 

the optimal intrusion detection effort (monitoring probability) for each MANET node in 

order to achieve the best balance between intrusion detection cost and detection accuracy 

in MANETs. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis summarising our findings and highlighting 

our main contributions with respect to the thesis' objectives. We also deduce the research 

limitations and the main avenues for future work in the field of security for mobile ad-hoc 

networking. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Review 

"The artist is nothing without the gift, but the gift is nothing without work", Emile Zola 

This chapter provides the background required to understand the rest of the thesis. In 

Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we will discuss fundamental MANET issues such as routing and 

peer-to-peer overlays. We have then, in Section 2.3, given a detailed explanation of the 

MANETs' security requirements (a more detailed version of the brief coverage in the 

introduction), vulnerabilities and attacks against MANETs. This section also summarises 

the main areas of MANET security related to this thesis. In Section 2.4, we introduce the 

notion of emergency MANETs, innovative routing and peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols for such 

a network and the security assumptions that have been made in this thesis due to the 

mindset defined by the emergency MANET concept. Sections 2.5 - 2.8 discuss related to 

this thesis' work. Section 2.5 deals with wormhole attacks against MANETs, Section 2.6 

examines secure routing mechanisms for MANETs, Section 2.7 discusses security for peer- 

to-peer overlays in MANETs and finally Section 2.8 investigates game theoretic applications 

that enhance intrusion detection in MANETs. For each of the research questions this chapter 

provides enough background for the reader to understand the problem being worked on, a 

literature review in the context of this problem and finally identifies the gaps in the existing 

research that this thesis intends to tackle. 
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2.1 Routing for MANETs 

The MANET Working Group (WG) of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), formed in 

1997, is currently leading the standardisation activities for an appropriate Internet Proto- 

col (IP) based routing protocol functionality for both static and dynamic wireless routing 

topologies. The establishment of the MANET WG has been a catalyst towards research 

in the field of MANET routing, sparkling the creation of several scientific forums and the 

publication of vast amount of scientific papers addressing related challenges and possible 

solutions. The protocols developed by the MANET WG are considered to be the most 

suitable routing approaches for implementation. In addition to well-known wireless net- 

working problems, MANETs present researchers with several peculiar routing challenges 

as described in [14], [15], [16]. There are two main MANET routing approaches as follows: 

" Proactive MANET routing: The proactive routing approach, also known as table driven 

routing, consists of maintaining consistent and updated route information between 

all possible Source-Destination (S-D) pairs in the routing tables. Thus, routes between 

S-D pairs are always available reducing the latency in route establishment. Since 

a large amount of routing information is periodically disseminated and stored, the 

downside to such an approach is the high overhead of control packets and power 

consumption even when no data is being transmitted. Optimized Link State Routing 

(OLSR) [171 is a very popular proactive protocol, and in fact it is used for most of the 

implementations currently considered by IETF 

" Reactive MANET routing: A reactive routing approach, also known as on-demand 

routing, establishes and maintains routes between S-D pairs when requested by the 

data source node. Although such an approach generates routing overhead only on- 

demand, it nevertheless requires added latency for route discovery before routes are 

established. The Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR) [18] is a well-known reactive 

protocol that utilises route discovery and route maintenance on-demand to route data 

from a source to a destination. The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing 
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protocol [4] is another well-known reactive protocol. AODV uses an on-demand route 

discovery and maintenance algorithm for route establishment in unicast routing and 

it is based on a modified Bellman-Ford [19] algorithm. AODV attempts to improve 

DSR by maintaining routing tables at the nodes, thus data packets do not have to 

contain routes. Another reactive MANET routing protocol is the AOMDV (Ad-hoc 

On-Demand Multipath Distance Vector) [20]. The main property which distinguishes 

AOMDV from AODV is that it enables loop-free and mutually link-disjoint multiple 

paths to a destination of a communication path providing fault tolerance. AOMDV 

chooses an optimal path until this breaks. Alternative routes are cached and they will 

be called only when a link failure occurs. 

" Hybrid MANET routing: Hybrid MANET routing protocols use both reactive and 

proactive routing methods. There is also another classification of such routing pro- 

tocols based on their zonal and converged characteristics. In zonal routing ap- 

proaches, both reactive and proactive routing functionalities are used in different 

demarcated network areas. In converged approaches adaptivity mechanisms are re- 

quired to change protocol operation from reactive to proactive and vice versa. A 

novel MANET routing protocol called ChaMeLeon (CML) [211 is an adaptive hybrid 

routing approach that differs from previous protocols in that it does not maintain 

routing zones. Alternatively, CML operates in a converged approach that is opti- 

mally maintained using three phases of operation (Oscillation (0)-phase, Proactive 

(P)-phase and Reactive (R)-phase) while each phase has amplified features on top of 

the utilised flat routing mechanism that works in parallel to the traditional routing 

protocol. 

In this thesis, routing is a fundamental starting point of our work, as we improve various 

aspects of AODV when accomplishing our research objectives ROl and R05, and CML 

within the security extensions for our objective R02. 
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2.2 Peer-to-peer overlays for MANETs 

The lack of centralisation built within MANETs should adhere developers to apply the same 

peer-to-peer paradigm when building applications and services. For example when node 
A wishes to contact node B and does not know any other information except the fact the 

node is referred to as node B it must utilise some distributed name lookup scheme which 

should return an IP address from the name. The same concept can be applied in many 

services making the transition from traditional client-server networks to MANETs where 
the services depend on a system which would normally rely on a central entity. Examples 

of such services include; DNS [22], P2PSIP [23], Distributed File Systems (DFS) [24] and 

general information sharing using rich media such as images. All of these services can be 

combined to create a media rich peer-to-peer (P2P) group collaboration environment. 

A pure peer-to-peer network does not encompass the notion of clients or servers. Peer 

nodes act as both clients and servers to other network nodes. Peer-to-peer systems usually 

implement an abstract overlay network, above the physical network topology. Nodes in an 

overlay can be seen as being connected by virtual or logical links, each of which corresponds 

to a path, likely through several physical links, in the underlying network. 

Therefore to exploit the synergy of the peer-to-peer paradigm in MANETs, one must 
look towards an integrated solution to applications and information sharing, such as Dis- 

tributed Hash Tables (DHTs). The motive for using DHT in MANETs is due to an extremely 

quick setup time in both application and network layer in addition to the fact that no 

additional infrastructure is needed in either layer other than the devices themselves. 

DHTs allow us to find the exact location of a party or piece of information stored 

within the network, using a piece of simple meta-data for example a name and domain, as 

proposed in Peer-to-Peer Session Initiation Protocol (P2PSIP) [23]. However the use of DHTs 

is not limited to simple name resolution and their distributed structure also allows for fast 

propagation and high availability of information through the network. When applied to 

MANETs which have no central authority, DHTs could provide the answer to distributed 

services such as Domain Name System (DNS), P2PSIP, distributed storage and information 
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Figure 2.1: An example of how data sharing works in a DHT. 

sharing, whilst aiding service lookup and discovery. Last but not least, all types of data 

could be stored redundantly and accessed easily and quickly by any peer. 

The authors of [25] specifically examine cross-layer DHT MANET protocols. The exam- 

ined architectures are Etka [26], Mobile Peer-to-peer Protocol (MPP) [27], a Gnutella optimi- 

sation for MANETs [28], FastTrack over AODV [29], and MADPastry [30]. Amongst these 

architectures, Etka and MADPastry are structured P2P overlays whilst the rest are unstruc- 

tured. The Etka [26] architecture tightly integrates the structured P2P protocol based on 

DHTs with the routing architecture of MANETs by mapping logical DHT peer identities 

(IDs) to their MANET IP based counterparts causing the two separate architectures to merge 

into one structure. This is achieved by integrating the Pastry DHT with the Dynamic Source 

Routing (DSR) MANET multi-hop routing protocol at the network layer. MADPastry [30] 

is a DHT substrate which acts by combining the Pastry DHT with AODV MANET routing 

at the network layer. This can lower the overhead needed to maintain the DHT. While the 

architecture utilises three different routing tables (one akin to AODV's routing table, an- 
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other akin to Pastry's routing table, and a leaf-set table) the only table requiring proactive 

management is that of the leaf-set table, with peers pinging their left and right respective 

leafs. The additional tables are updated by overhearing data packets destined for other 

peers. In (31], we have proposed an architecture entitled Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation 

of Services and Topology (ROBUST) DHT for emergency MANETs to address average path 

length and lookup time complexity when sending DHT messages. In this thesis we extend 

ROBUST's signalling messages to comprehend security. 

2.3 MANET security 

2.3.1 Security requirements 

In the following we state and discuss the main security requirements of confidentiality, 

integrity and availability within the context of MANETs. 

2.3.1.1 Confidentiality 

Confidentiality guarantees that message content is never revealed to MANET entities that 

are not authorised to interpret it. Due to MANETs' wireless links being easily susceptible to 

eavesdropping, confidentiality is very crucial for protecting the transmission of private in- 

formation. Especially, any leakage of data or control traffic (such as routing) information 

could be really harmful in certain circumstances such as emergency cases, where human 

life is in danger. In MANETs, confidentiality becomes more challenging because interme- 

diate nodes might need to forward a message from a source to a destination. In this case, 

any malicious MANET node is likely to try revealing the confidential message content as 

a first step towards different kind of physical or network attacks. 

2.3.1.2 Integrity 

Message integrity ensures that transmitted information (data or control) is not changed 

by any unauthorised entity. Sometimes, this alteration could be due errors caused by the 
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wireless nature of the links rather than by malicious actions launched against the MANET 

links. To identify and recover from such errors, protocols such as TCP and IP employ 

checksums. 

However, an attacker could manipulate data by insertion, deletion, or substitution. Mes- 

sage origin authentication guarantees the identity of the other MANET node that is commu- 

nicating with. Entity authentication is focusing on the verification of a claimant's MANET 

node identity through actual communication. In a MANET, if such an attribute is not in 

place, an attacker can masquerade as a legitimate node, hence it is likely to gain unautho- 

rised access to MANET resources. On the other hand, data authentication is concerned with 

verifying the origin of data. In this way, data integrity is also provided by this attribute. 

Non-repudiation ensures that a MANET node cannot refuse its activities (such as having 

sent a malicious message or having received a message) or pretend that another node has 

committed an action. 

2.3.1.3 Availability 

Availability ensures that network services are available when required by the various entities 

in the network. This attribute is mainly geared towards attacks such as denial-of-service 

that attempt to prevent authorised users from accessing important services. 

2.3.2 MANET vulnerabilities 

Vulnerabilities in MANETs mainly reside in their routing functionalities (implemented by 

MANET routing protocols) and in the use of wireless links. These key functionalities rely 

on trust between all the participating nodes. 

2.3.2.1 Routing vulnerabilities in MANETs 

In terms of MANET routing vulnerabilities we have the following: 

" The delivery of a packet to a destination node is done in a hop-by-hop manner thereby 

cooperation from the intermediate nodes is required. 
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9 The right delivery and transport of the packets relies on the information that other 

nodes (potentially untrusted) disseminate. 

"A malicious node can compromise the routing protocol (this can be done in several 

different ways as we discussed later on) and then this node can control the incoming 

and outgoing traffic of a part of the MANET. 

"A malicious node can inject wrong routing information creating false routing table 

entries thus hardening the end-to-end MANET communications. 

.A malicious node could block, modify or drop any traversed control (routing) or data 

traffic. 

2.3.2.2 Use of the wireless links 

The use of wireless links can introduce vulnerabilities in MANETs as discussed in the 

following: 

" Makes it easier for an attacker to intercept MANET traffic when it is within the 

transmission range of a node. 

9 Due to the wireless nature of the links and the limited transmission range, cooperation 

is essential to forward the message to a destination node. 

" Makes MANETs very vulnerable to attacks varying from passive eavesdropping to 

active interfering. 

" Due to MANET protocols comply with predefined rules for accessing the wireless 

channel, a malicious node can modify such protocols in order to launch a denial-of- 

service attack. 

2.3.2.3 Other vulnerabilities 

Other MANET vulnerabilities are summarised as follows: 
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" Due to their limited resources, MANETs might encourage adversaries to launch 

denial-of-attacks in order to drain the battery of legitimate nodes. 

" Due to the MANETs' uncertain nature (introduced by the wireless medium and their 

decentralised architecture), erroneous behaviours such as packet dropping might 

appear as malicious activities or vice-versa. 

9 In MANETs, nodes are likely to be physically captured and operated by a malicious 

user. In that case, cryptographic keys and data can be exposed. 

" Mobility can also make it difficult for nodes to realise where a node's chum (join and 

leave the MANET) is due to the mobile nature of the communications or as a result 

of malicious activities that try to exhaust bandwidth and power resources. 

" In MANETs where Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are operated, it is more difficult 

to obtain enough audit data compared to wired networks. This can be a problem for 

IDSs trying to distinguish anomaly behaviour by defining normal behaviour profiles. 

. In MANETs the autoconfiguration mechanism introduces new vulnerabilities. Such 

a mechanism is crucial for the MANET communications since there is not a server 

or node acting as such which correctly assigns IP addresses. Hence, a protocol is 

required to execute the network configuration automatically and dynamically, by 

using all MANET nodes as if they were servers with IP addresses' management 

capabilities. Such functionality, is vulnerable for instance against malicious nodes 

that pretend to be using any of the addresses selected by a joining node thereby 

colluding such a join process. 

2.3.3 Attacks in MANETs 

Attacks against a MANET might be launched by malicious nodes that are not part of 

the network (outsiders). MANET nodes protect their communication through the use of 

cryptographic techniques which enable secure verification of a node identity by other nodes 
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preventing malicious outsiders from penetrating the MANET resources. Apart from the 

external attackers, attacks could be launched by nodes that are authorised to be part of the 

MANET (insiders) or they are compromised nodes (hacked devices). 

MANET routing protocols are inclined to be attacked by malicious nodes. Most of the 

times, such protocols do not encompass any security mechanisms thereby being vulnerable 

to node misbehaviour. In the following we summarise the most popular attacks against 

MANET routing protocols: 

9 Packet dropping: This attack is launched when a MANET node advertises routes 

through itself to other nodes aiming to start dropping the received packets instead of 

relaying them to the next appropriate hop towards a destination; 

" Black hole attack: According to this attack an adversary advertises, through the routing 

protocol, itself as having the shortest path to a destination. In this way, the malicious 

entity can intercept the packets destined for such a node. Then, the attacker can 

choose between the following: 

- drop the packets performing a denial-of-service attack; 

- launch a man-in-middle-attack relaying the packets to other preferred nodes. 

" Selfish nodes: In some cases, MANET nodes might opt to abstain from the routing 

process in order to save their battery power. This can lead to the fragmentation of a 

MANET (nodes cannot see each other due to this fragmentation) especially if several 

nodes follow such a method; 

" Wormhole attack: According to this attack, malicious nodes cooperate to transfer con- 

trol (such as routing) and data packets out of band by using other communication 

channels disturbing the conventional operation of routing protocols; 

" Spoofing: In this attack a MANET node tries to fake the identity of another node in 

order to receive all the packets destined for such a node as well as advertise wrong 

MANET routes; 
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" Rushing attack: According to this attack, a malicious node rushes some routing packets 

towards the destination in order to place itself between source and destination. In that 

case the initiator of a route request will be unable to discover any usable routes (routes 

that do not include the attacker). A rushing attack acts as an effective denial-of-service 

attack against routing protocols. 

" Routing packets modification in transit: In these attacks nodes modify routing messages 

sent by other nodes in order to mislead legitimate MANET nodes by modifying 

critical transmitted routing information such as the sequence number on a routing 

packet. In this case, fresh route advertisements are not taken into account. 

2.3.4 Intrusion detection in MANETs 

One of the most important aspects of security is to provide defence-in-depth meaning 

that multiple defence layers need to prevent adversaries from harming the MANET com- 

munications. A mechanism which prevents malicious activities is called first layer of de- 

fence. Such a mechanism can be a secure routing protocol which provides confidentiality 

and integrity. Apart from these mechanisms, a second layer of defence [32] called intrusion 

detection can be used to protect a network. 

An intrusion detection system (IDS) is responsible for monitoring the events occurring in 

a MANET and detecting signs of intrusions. One can distinguish between host-based IDS 

(HIDS) and network-based IDS (NIDS). The former is used when the actual MANET nodes 

perform the intrusion detection functionalities while the latter denotes third party IDS, 

dedicated to defending the network. 

Especially in MANETs, solutions like the one proposed in the seminal paper [33], equip 

all nodes with HIDSs and they operate in promiscuous mode to continuously or periodically 

monitor the traffic sent or received by their neighbours towards the collection of adequate 

information to identify malicious activities (see Fig. 2.2). 

For instance, to defend against packet dropping attacks in MANETs, intrusion detection 

must be accomplished by a monitoring application such as the ones proposed in [34] 
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Figure 2.2: Host intrusion detection systems are running in each MANET node to protect 
the network against malicious activities. 

and [35]. According to these solutions, when a packet is sent to a destination, it will have 

to be forwarded by the one of the neighbouring nodes of the originator. In order for the 

sender to be able to confirm this, every node must act as a detection node [36]. 

IDSs can be used for the detection of many different MANET attacks, and for a com- 

prehensive survey of solutions we refer to [37] and [38]. 

In wired networks where battery life is not a concern, the promiscuous mode does not 

affect the performance of the network although it needs higher computational effort. In 

MANETs where lightweight devices constitute the network, any proposed protocol must 

respect the energy consumption, incurred due to the use of IDSs. In that way, availability of 

the network resources will be improved. 

Thus, any energy-cost analysis must take into account the energy that a mobile node 

uses in order to identify malicious activities in the network. This overhead is part of the 

intrusion detection. Especially in MANETs, energy can be considered as a distributed 

network resource and is non-renewable because a node has a monotonically decreasing 

and finite energy level. It is also important to stress here that broadcast traffic is processed 
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by all nodes within the transmission range of a sender increasing the energy consumption 

across a MANET. 

Hence there is a need for novel protocols which will respect the energy consumption of 
MANET nodes when IDSs are operated. These protocols must improve availability across 

MANET by keeping the nodes "alive" as long as possible and guarantee intrusion detection 

during the network's lifetime. For example if a MANET routing protocol does not take into 

account route diversity and route optimality regarding the energy costs of the nodes, then 

the protocol will be likely routing many flows via the same mobile nodes. Considering that 

these nodes will also participate in intrusion detection, they have to deal with significant 

battery consumption. This can lead to network fragmentation faster than in the case where 

the routing protocol was designed to respect and fairly distribute, among all MANET nodes, 

the energy costs occurred due to intrusion detection. 

In this thesis, we work on an innovative research area examining how to improve avail- 

ability in MANETs, in presence of host-based intrusion detection systems, by improving 

the network-wide intrusion detection cost and rate. 

2.3.5 MANET security areas related to the thesis 

The main areas of MANET security related to this thesis are summarised as follows: 

" Secure routing: Routing in MANETs plays a crucial role for the delivery of control 

(routing) and data packets. Most security threats target routing protocols in MANETs 

due to nodes are associated and collaborate with any other node including attack- 

ers. Such malicious entities can compromise the confidentiality and integrity within 

a MANET. 

. Secure peer-to-peer overlays: If malicious peers exist in a peer-to-peer overlay, they can 

damage the MANET communications by, for instance, providing legitimate nodes 

with erroneous lookup results or inoperative data; 

" Key management: The existence of secure communication channels is especially crucial 
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in MANETs. These channels are required for many operations such as exchanging 

data or control packets in the case of functions like routing. To make this secure 

communication possible, it is necessary for nodes to have access to the proper keying 

material. This is the objective of the key management process. 

" Improving intrusion detection cost and rate: In MANETs attempts to detect intrusions in a 

distributed manner could be highly expensive in terms of battery consumption. Con- 

sidering the limited resources nature of MANETs, energy efficient network-wide 

intrusion detection is important to increase availability of the network resources and 

indirectly assist power management in MANETs. 

2.4 Emergency MANETs 

Two chapters of this thesis are concerned with security solutions for emergency MANETs. 

These solutions are designed to support routing and peer-to-peer overlays for such net- 

works. We will thus further explore the particular characteristics of the corresponding 

research areas to prepare the ground for describing our security solutions. 

2.4.1 Routing for emergency MANETS 

Within the context of emergency MANET multimedia communications operating within 

a pre-defined disaster area, CA, the authors in [51, have designed and developed a novel 

hybrid and adaptive routing protocol called ChaMeLeon (CML). The main concept behind 

CML is the adaptability of the utilised routing mechanism towards changes in the physical 

and logical state of the network so that the overall performance of the routing algorithm 

is improved. The importance of such an approach resides in the fact that nodes in emer- 

gency MANETs have to provide a certain level of QoS routing to support multimedia 

communications and cope with limited resources. 

CML does not specify any special security countermeasures against malicious enti- 

ties. Attacks include for example cases where an adversary can send a change phase 
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packet to call the o-phase of CML and the routing behaviour to change accordingly. In this 

way, CML will not operate in the proper routing mode and the MANET's performance 

will not be optimal considering the real number of nodes in the network. Another attack 

is launched when malicious nodes change the "hop value" in the CML HCReq packet. In 

this case, legitimate nodes believe that the size of the network has changed and CML os- 

cillates unreasonably. Thus, security effective approaches have to be integrated into CML 

to provide MANET nodes with the basic security requirements. 

2.4.2 Peer-to-peer overlays for emergency MANETs 

Authors in [31], have proposed the ROBUST DHT for emergency MANETs. The aim of the 

architecture is to decrease the average path length and lookup time when sending DHT 

messages thereby decreasing stretch, while decreasing the maximum path length from the 

O(logN) complexity seen in most common DHTs used today, where N is the number of 

MANET peers. 

The concept central to ROBUST DHT is to use a clustered hierarchical topology to 

support emergency MANETs. This means that peers will be clustered together based on 

proximity in the underlying MANET. The peers will be connected via a super peer which 

keeps track of peers within the cluster and also carries out cluster maintenance. Cluster 

peers will be able to communicate with one another, however peers within each cluster 

will forward their queries to their dedicated super peer. If the destination lies outside of 

the cluster, the peer will forward the query to the super peer responsible for the destination 

peer, and the destination peer will then reply to the request. 

2.4.3 Security for emergency MANETs 

In order to provide real-time communications in emergency environments, MANETs can be 

a possible network infrastructure solution. These networks must be deployed and operate 

in a self-organised manner regardless of topology changes, environment alterations, link 

breaks or network disruptions. They should also provide audio and video communication 
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among the nodes that comprise the network, with Quality of Service (QoS) restrictions to 

be taken into account. Therefore, any security solution for emergency MANETs must think 

of the overhead that is caused due to security and it must allow high QoS communications 

by respecting parameters such as end-to-end packet delay, jitter and packet loss. 

Based on the emergency communications mindset, in this thesis we assume that a pre- 

shared symmetric key has been distributed among the MANET nodes (for instance such a 

key could be hard-coded in the devices). This could be done by pre-installing such a key 

into the devices before they are provided to first responders. 

Additionally, MANETs are simulated by using an obstacle-aware model called Mis- 

sion Critical Mobility (MCM) [2] which emulates the movement of first responders during 

rescue missions. MCM implements the two-way ground propagation model and the Ran- 

dom Waypoint mobility model in presence of obstacles. The MCM model is available for 

download and installation at [39]. 

2.5 Wormhole attacks in MANETs 

The wormhole attack [40] needs at least two adversaries geographically separated. Adver- 

saries record packets or bits at one location in the MANET and tunnel them to another 

location through a private network shared with a colluding malicious node. The attack- 

ers aim to launch a Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack, in order to drop packets, listen to 

confidential information, modify transmitted routing or data packets, selectively forward 

packets (to avoid detection) or to disrupt the proper operation of the MANET routing pro- 

tocol, by making routing unable to find consistent routes to any destination. Key material 

is not required to launch such attacks and the attackers all they need is two transceivers 

and one high quality out-of-band channel. 

This attack can be launched in two ways: 

"A malicious node encapsulates a packet received from one of his neighbours and for- 

wards this to another adversary located in a different neighbourhood as we illustrate 

in Fig. 2.3; 
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Figure 2.3: The wormhole attack against a MANET (case of encapsulated packets). 

" Malicious nodes create a wormhole tunnel using an out-of-band channel as depicted 

in Fig. 2.4. This channel can be a wired link or a high frequency wireless link at 

a different frequency band. Received packets are transmitted through the tunnel 

from one place of the MANET to another where another adversary replays them 

locally [41]. 

These attacks constitute a serious threat against MANET routing protocols because they 

can force all the routes to pass through the wormhole tunnel. What happens is that a worm- 

hole tunnel helps adversaries to advertise routes with smaller number of hops between 

two MANET locations that are not, in reality, in the same neighbourhood. Due to the fact 

that the majority of the MANET routing protocols do not encompass any intrusion detec- 

tion mechanisms, legitimate MANET nodes include the malicious routes to their routing 

tables. In this way, adversaries succeed in poisoning the routing tables of nodes. 

A representative feature of wormhole attacks consists of relatively longer packet latency 

than normal wireless propagation latencies on a single-hop. The load on a single route can 

also increase, leading to typically longer queuing delays. However, this is not a sufficient 

condition for the existence of a wormhole attack, because packet transmission is affected 
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Figure 2.4: The wormhole attack against a MANET (case of out-of-band channel). 

by various factors like congestion and traditional processing [42]. 

2.5.1 Related Work 

In [43] authors take advantage of the concept of directional antennas to prevent wormhole 

attacks while in [41] a novel protocol named TrueLink is proposed to defend MANETs 

against such attacks. This mechanism is virtually independent of the routing protocol 

used. In addition, disjoint path based approaches have been adopted such as the statistical 

approach in [42] which is based on multipath routing. 

The De1PHI protocol [44] focuses on the delays due to different routes to a receiver. Del- 

PHI is closer to our model because the delays and the number of hops of disjoint paths are 

used to conclude if a certain path is under a wormhole attack. 

In [451, authors use only connectivity information to check for forbidden substructures 

in the connectivity graph and as a result are able to detect the wormhole attack. 

In [40], authors propose the concept of a packet leash as a general mechanism for detecting 

and preventing wormhole attacks. Furthermore, they categorise the leashes into geographical 

leashes and temporal ones. A geographical leash verifies that the receiver of a packet is within 
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a certain distance from the sender whilst according to temporal leash the packet has an 

upper bound on its lifetime which bounds the maximum traverse distance. 

2.5.2 Thesis contribution 

Our research is the first which focuses on providing defence against wormhole attacks in 

emergency MANETs respecting the requirements of such networks as discussed previously 

in this chapter. In addition, our proposed protocol entitled Ad hoc On-Demand Distance 

Vector-Wormhole Attack Detect and Reaction (AODV-WADR) [7] is similar to the mechanism 

proposed in [40] with the critical difference that the node that decides if a wormhole attack 

has finally occurred is the originator of a message and not the receiver as authors propose 

in [40]. In that case, the protocol ensures that identification will take place even if the final 

receivers of the data or routing packets are not legitimate MANET nodes. 

2.6 Secure routing for MANETs 

In MANETs, the network relies on the cooperation of individual nodes which provide relay- 

ing functions. In the case where the source and destination nodes cannot directly connect to 

each other, intermediate nodes act as packet routers for multi-hopping data from a source 

to a destination. Hence, MANETs can be described as fully distributed, autonomous and 

cooperative communication networks that can be effectively operated without the need for 

pre-established infrastructures. 

The successful deployment of such dynamic and self-organised networks mainly de- 

pends upon using a suitable routing protocol. For instance, routing mechanisms for 

MANET multimedia applications may have to satisfy certain applications' Quality-of- 

Service (QoS) requirements while at the same time being subject to dynamic constraints 

such as varying wireless link qualities along routes, link breakage due to mobility of nodes 

and battery limitations of participating lightweight devices. 

Secure operation of the MANET routing protocol is critical because of the absence of a 

fixed infrastructure. Nodes are associated and will cooperate virtually with any node in- 
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cluding adversaries. Adversaries can cause the disruption of the route discovery and data 

forwarding operations. For instance, adversaries can obstruct the propagation of legitimate 

queries and routing updates. Disruption of the route discovery can cause systematic prob- 

lems to the flow of data. In order to prevent such attacks it is important for the receiver 

node to mainly verify the authenticity of the sender and the integrity of the data. The 

most efforts have been towards the achievement of these goals. In a nutshell, secure rout- 

ing is concerned about nodes which can compromise the main security requirements of 

confidentiality and integrity in a MANET. 

2.6.1 Related work 

Within the context of secure routing, the authors in [461 propose a secure version of AODV 

named SAODV which stands for Secure AODV. This protocol uses digital signatures, asym- 

metric encryption keys and hash chains. The protocol provides characteristics such as 

integrity, non-repudiation of the routing data and authentication of the nodes within a 

MANET. SAODV takes advantage of the pure routing functionality of AODV while it adds 

security mechanisms on top of it. Nodes sign the messages that they want to send such 

as RREQs and RREPs in order to authenticate themselves to the destination nodes. This 

signature protects the non-mutable information of AODV messages, which is all the infor- 

mation apart from the hop count field that changes in every transmission of the message 

in a hop-by-hop frequency until it reaches the destination. 

SAODV uses another scheme to protect the hop count information based on the concept 

of hash chains by using message digests mechanisms. The protocol uses asymmetric cipher 

and each node has to store a pair of keys and the authenticated public keys of the other 

nodes. However, SAODV is considered adequately strong to defend MANET communica- 

tions, asymmetric cryptographic schemes are considered inappropriate in terms of energy 

consumption and speed for lightweight handheld devices. According to [3] asymmetric 

cryptography is slower than symmetric in addition to the fact that for "lightweight" 1 

1In terms of battery consumption. 
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devices is high when the former is used. 

AODV-SEC [47] is an extension of Secure AODV (SAODV) that uses a Public Key Infras- 

tructure (PKI) as a trust anchor therefore nodes can be identified using certificates. However, 

due to the fully distributed topology of MANETs, the assumption of PKI can introduce 

significant problems in terms of the deployment and operation of such a protocol. 

ARAN which stands for Authenticated Routing forAd-hoc Networks [48] is a secure routing 

protocol similar to SAODV which targets at securing on demand routing protocols. ARAN 

assumes that there is a trusted certificate server called T. A certificate per node is generated 

by T and distributed accordingly before all nodes join the MANET. The certificates are 

authenticated by each node by using the T's public key. When a source node S wants to 

find a path to a destination node D, it broadcasts a Route Discovery Packet (RDP) which is 

similar to the RREQ in AODV. 

Every node which receives the message, after it checks that the certificate has not been 

expired, it extracts the public key of S from it, to verify the authenticity of the sender and 

checks its digital signature. If all the security checks are positive, the intermediate node 

signs the message using its private key, attaches its certificates and then rebroadcasts the 

RDP message to its one-hop neighbours. If D receives the message, establishes a reverse 

route to S through its one-hop neighbour which sent this message and sends a RREP 

to S. It is worth stressing here that intermediate nodes do not change the original RDP 

message created by S but they add only their certificate and their signature. The authors 

recommend that is more beneficial to send packets through the 'RDP route' even if it is not 

the shortest path to D since on the other shorter routes, malicious nodes can cause higher 

delay and damages. ARAN provides authentication and non-repudiation services by using 

pre-determined cryptographic certificates. 

The SAR which stands for Security-aware Ad-hoc Routing protocol, published in [49], 

supports routing through trusted nodes than using the shortest path. SAR assumes a trust 

hierarchy in a way that nodes lower in the hierarchy are less trusted than nodes belong 

to the higher levels. This categorisation determines the way of the routing procedure. Al- 
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though the concept is quite generic and can be tailored to support many MANET routing 

protocols, the authors in [49] have slightly modified AODV so that nodes add a new field to 

the RREQ message, called RQ_SEC_REQUIREMENT. This indicates the security level that 

a node can support. If a node cannot support the requested level, it must drop the packet 

otherwise add a field called RQ_SEC_GUARANTEE and forwards it to its neighbours as 

in AODV. The RREP packet indicates the security level of a path using the aforementioned 

field. SAR assumes also cryptography through a key that is shared among all nodes at a 

right trust level. The authors recommend that different security properties can be incorpo- 

rated in the routing protocols depending on the application needs across a MANET. 

In [50] the authors propose a novel protocol, called Secure Routing Protocol (SRP). They 

have applied SRP to DSR assuming that there is a bidirectional Security Association (SA) 

between nodes that desire to exchange messages and shared secret keys which are used to 

protect the exchanged routing messages. Specifically, the keys are used for signing routing 

messages and thus ensuring their tamper-proof. 

According to SRP, nodes sign only the non-mutable fields of the routing messages pro- 

viding sufficient security for the routing functionalities. The source of each RREQ, attaches 

an SRP header to the message whilst a sequence number is initialised when the SA between 

the two MANET nodes is established. In addition, a Message Authentication Code (MAC) 

is generated by a hash function on the IP header, routing message, SRP extension, and 

source-destination pair's shared key. 

Any intermediate node which receives a RREQ and it has not seen it before, attaches its 

address to RREQ and rebroadcasts it as in DSR. If nodes have seen the message, they drop it 

whilst they keep track of the RREQ that they have received by one-hop neighbours to ignore 

them in case of an excessive number of RREQs have been sent to them. In this way, DoS 

attacks are prevented. When the destination node receives one or more RREQ, checks its 

sequence number and the MAC field and it sends a RREP for all the RREQ with the correct 

sequence number'. 
2Because they might be more than one coming from different multiple paths. 
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The authors in [50] suggest that the mutable fields of the routing messages do not need to 

be protected since malicious nodes can disrupt the route anyway by just dropping packets 

routed through it, and hence protecting the path information does not introduce significant 

value. Furthermore, SRP does not provide maximal protection against route maintenance 

errors. As MANET nodes can send route error messages towards the previous hops through 

the source route, malicious nodes can fake error broken route messages. 

An alternative solution to SRP is Ariadne [51], which provides authenticity of the 

information provided by the intermediate nodes on the path between a source and a 

destination in addition to the features that SRP offers. Ariadne is similar to SAODV allowing 

nodes to authenticate routing messages and verify their integrity. However, Ariadne is 

more complicated than SAODV due to RREQ messages in DSR being modified by each 

forwarding node to include their own address. 

In [52] authors propose a secure version of OLSR that protects packets using identity- 

based cryptography and periodically or when necessary refreshes cryptographic keys using 

threshold cryptography. The protocol allows only non-malicious nodes to participate in the 

bootstrap process while it introduces improvements in routing setup and maintenance. 

A strong assumption in Ariadne is that each node can estimate the end-to-end trans- 

mission time towards any other MANET node. The authentication of the messages take 

place by using one of the following mechanisms; pairwise secret keys between each pair of 

nodes, TESLA or digital signatures. The authors also assume that each MANET node has a 

one-way hash chain used along with TESLA and all the nodes require to know the authen- 

tication key of every other node in this key chain. Each RREQ includes an keyed-Hashing for 

Message Authentication (HMAC) which is created using the intermediate node's TESLA key 

for the time interval specified in the RREQ. In this way, each node is able to authenticate the 

messages on a route from a source to a destination. The latter performs two checks and if 

they are successful, it sends a RREP, that includes an HMAC, back to source. The first check 

ensures that the TESLA keys have not yet been disclosed for the time interval defined in 

the message whilst the second check must verify that the value of the hash chain field has 
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been derived correctly. When the source receives the RREP message, it verifies three things 

before accepting the route as valid; the values of the key list, the target MAC and the MAC 

list. 

Based on the SRP and Ariadne, the authors in [53] have proposed the reverse protocol 

of Ariadne called endairA. Its main difference with Ariadne is that intermediate nodes sight 

the RREP instead of the RREQ. The authors have proved that their protocol is secure in 

a MANET with a single compromised node whilst it introduces less energy consumption 

than Ariadne, since the nodes need to sign only the RREP messages. On the contrary, in 

Ariadne each node needs to sign a RREP which is flooded in the network forcing each node 

to sign a message. 

The paper [541, expresses using a formal language, the different types of trust relations 

between nodes running OLSR. The authors present a formal textual description of the trust 

issues for OLSR that enable an effective interpretation of attacks against OLSR in terms of 

trust classes and relations. In this way they claim that they can set the conditions to use 

trust-based reasoning towards the mitigation of particular vulnerabilities of OLSR. For a 

more extended work on trust management issues for MANETs, [55] is a complete survey 

that readers can refer to. 

Furthermore, paper [56] proposes a security mechanism to be integrated into OLSR. This 

mechanism distributes asymmetric cryptographic keys between the nodes in the network 

and "global timestamps" are used to avoid replay attacks determining whether any mes- 

sage is "too old" or not. The strong assumption of this mechanism is that trusted nodes 

cannot be compromised. 

In [57] authors present an overview of security attacks against OLSR version 2 (OL- 

SRv2), and show that OLSRv2 provides some inherent protection whilst in [58] authors dis- 

cuss their implementation of an extension of the OLSR source code appearing in [59]. Their 

solution is based on signing each routing control packet using a digital signature to authenti- 

cate the message. Another consideration of this implementation is a timestamp mechanism 

to avoid replay attacks. 
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Last but not least, the paper [60] proposes a mechanism to enhance the security of the 

OLSR against external attackers based on message signing and sender authentication. The 

authors also deal with the case in which an adversary compromises a trusted node. The 

mechanism is based on recording recent routing information such as HELLO messages and 

using this information to prove the link state of a node at a later time by a new Advanced 

Signature System (ADVSIG) control message. 

The paper [611 proposes a new secure version of OLSR called Security Aware Optimized 

Link State Routing (SA-OLSR). The protocol does not need any specialised hardware (for 

example Global Positioning System (GPS)) and complete information of the whole MANET 

whilst preventing many attacks. To validate SA-OLSR, authors have implemented the 

protocol using the network simulator ns-2 and they have examined a mis-relay attack as 

a case study. They show that the attack can totally disrupt the operation of OLSR whilst 

SA-OLSR is not affected. The quantitative indication for the aforementioned observation is 

that SA-OLSR has higher packet delivery ratio than OLSR in presence of adversaries. 

Moreover, in [62] authors propose a secure fully distributed algorithm for OLSR based 

on the secret sharing idea. The algorithm is based on threshold cryptography and it has 

been implemented using the OPNET simulator. Simulation results show that the additional 

delay due to the security considerations is affordable and suitable to the OLSR routing 

specifications operating in a transparent way. 

The paper [63] proposes a hybrid protection scheme for OLSR based on identity-based 

digital signatures and hash chains. Since only a part of the messages are signed the rest 

include an undisclosed value from the hash chain to enable lightweight authentication. In 

this manner adversaries can hardly insert additional and false routing messages even if 

these are not signed. The protocol is implemented using ns-2 tools and the simulation 

results highlight the average measured channel utilisation per second, for OLSR traffic for 

various network sizes, security overheads and signature to hash ratios. 

In [64] authors present a key management protocol, called Simple key management for 

MANETS (SkiMPy) which allows MANET nodes to agree on a symmetric shared key, used 
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in the beginning of the network's lifetime to exchange digital certificates. The same key 

can be used to provide data confidentiality along with preinstalled certificates to provide 

node authentication with the need for a third trust party. SKiMPy has been developed as 

a plugin for the OLSR. The evaluation results show that SKiMPy scales linearly with the 

number of nodes in worst-case scenarios. 

The paper [651 proposes a distributed and self-organised security scheme for OLSR. The 

scheme is based on threshold cryptography mechanisms to ensure the integrity of the 

routing messages. Authors show that the delay introduced by the scheme is acceptable and 

suitable to the routing requirements. 

Last but not least, in [66] authors propose the Secure Link-State routing Protocol (SLSP) 

for securing link-state routing using asymmetric cryptographic tools. Each node has a 

public-private key pair which broadcasts periodically or on-demand to all the m-hop 

neighbours. The discovery of the neighbours is achieved in the SLSP through signed hello 

messages with MAC and IP addresses to avoid impersonation attacks. 

2.6.2 Thesis' contribution 

This thesis tackles the challenge of secure routing for emergency MANETs by mainly pro- 

viding a security framework for the ChaMeLeon (CML) routing protocol. This framework 

utilises efficient symmetric cryptographic techniques in order to reduce time and space 

overhead supporting MANET multimedia communications. CML does not specify any 

special security countermeasures against malicious entities while all the previous MANET 

routing protocols, proposed in literature, have not taken into account the specific char- 

acteristics of emergency MANETs as they have been discussed earlier in this chapter. In 

addition, such protocols secure only one specific protocol giving less flexibility in cases 

where we want to utilise a hybrid MANET routing approach like CML. 
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2.7 Secure peer-to-peer overlays for MANETs 

Adversaries within a P2P network [671 are those peers which intentionally do not follow the 

protocol rules. For instance, a malicious peer might provide legitimate peers with erroneous 

lookup results or inoperative data. In addition, as far as P2P systems inherently rely on 

the relationships among the participating peers, the security requirements of confidentiality 

and integrity arise with a need to be addressed by proper security extensions regarding 

signalling messages. With regards to these two different requirements the following attacks 

against P2P overlays could be launched in a MANET: 

" Attacks against integrity: 

-A peeriD faking attack is launched by a malicious peer that advertises itself as 

part of the DHT, persuading legitimate peers that it has cached some piece of 

data indicated by the fake announced peerlD; 

- According to work in progress [68] in a bootstrap abuse attack, the bootstrap peers 

are compromised during the bootstrap process and any joining peer affiliated 

with them is negatively affected by any potential attacks the adversaries are 

planning to launch against the legitimate peers; 

-A DHT routing attack [67] is commenced by adversaries that have entered the 

DHT and do not obey the routing logic. The said malicious peers may an- 

nounce false routing table information to other legitimate peers or they may 

route queries of data further than the destination peer in order to increase the 

latency within the P2P network. Attackers may additionally return incorrect 

lookup results hence increasing dramatically the likelihood of lookup failures; 

- In the Sybil attack [67] a hostile peer or coalition of peers attempt to generate 

multiple virtual peerIDs of other peers. One crucial consequence of this attack 

is the partial or total disruption of the replication functionality which becomes 

worse when popular and essential data is replicated; 
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- Moreover, adversaries can launch a data alteration or corruption [68] attack, namely 

they can modify or totally disrupt stored data as a first step towards the total 

disruption of the P2P overlay networks functionality or they may replay3 the 

same messages during the networks lifetime, confusing the legitimate peers 

and damaging the proper P2P operation. Additionally, according to [69] adver- 

saries may start an on-off attack where they occasionally behave correctly or 

maliciously in order to remain undetected whilst concurrently harming the P2P 

communication links. 

" Attacks against confidentiality: According to the snooping attack', malicious peers suc- 

ceed to reveal confidential information exchanged among peers. This attack is classi- 

fied as a passive attack and it can be extremely dangerous when appropriate security 

mechanisms have not been implemented in advance to protect the privacy of the P2P 

communications links. 

2.7.1 Related work 

In the majority of the proposed DHTs for MANETs published in the bibliography little 

thought has been given to security considerations. Especially, in all of the papers regarding 

DHT MANET protocols there is no mention of security for the DHT signalling messages, 

especially in terms of confidentiality and integrity. The most of the DHT-based P2P pro- 

tocols take for granted that the participating peers behave legitimately and abstain from 

implementing major security measures. The latter are expected to be employed by software 

implementations that defend the P2P network against potential adversaries. 

A scientifically interesting issue is that the topology mismatch problem where the 

overlay network topology does not match that of the underlying network causing the 

overlay network to stretch out over the physical network. This issue must be considered 

in all DHTs designed for MANETs. In [70] the authors propose to negate the problem by 

3Launching a replay attack. 
4Snooping, in a security context, is unauthorised access to another person's or company's data. The practice 

is similar to eavesdropping but is not necessarily limited to gaining access to data during its transmission. 
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sending messages with very short Time To Live (TTL) when setting up the overlay. This 

creates an overlay with very strong proximity between the peers. The size of an optimised 

ring transmitted by a member of a group containing N members is O(2N) - O(N). 

The authors of [25] specifically examine cross-layer DHT MANET protocols. The ex- 

amined architectures are Etka [26], Mobile Peer-to-peer Protocol (MPP) [27], a Gnutella 

optimisation for MANETs [28], FastTrack over AODV [29], and MADPastry [30]. Amongst 

these architectures, Etka and MADPastry are structured peer-to-peer overlays whilst the 

rest are unstructured. The Etka 126] architecture tightly integrates the structured P2P pro- 

tocol based on DHTs with the routing architecture of MANETs by mapping logical DHT 

peer IDs to their MANET IP based counterparts causing the two separate architectures to 

merge into one structure. This is achieved by integrating the Pastry DHT with the DSR 

(Dynamic Source Routing) MANET multi-hop routing protocol at the network layer. 

MADPastry [30] is a DHT substrate which acts by combining the Pastry DHT with 

AODV MANET routing at the network layer. This can lower the overhead needed to 

maintain the DHT. While the architecture utilises three different routing tables (one akin 

to AODV's routing table, another akin to Pastry's routing table, and a leafset table) the 

only table requiring proactive management is that of the leaf-set table, with peers pinging 

their left and right respective leafs. The additional tables are updated by overhearing data 

packets destined for other peers. 

The analysis in [25] shows that for the above approaches, exploiting the synergy between 

MANETs and DHTs can yield measurable improvements and benefits. However issues are 

raised concerning the efficiency of using an interface between the application and routing 

layer, as apposed to combining both architectures at the routing level. The authors conclude 

that more study is needed in the area in order to clarify both systems potential and their 

suitability to specific scenarios. 
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2.7.2 Thesis' contribution 

In the majority of the proposed DHTs for MANETs, published in the bibliography, little 

thought has been given to security considerations. According to our knowledge, in all 

papers that are concerned with DHT protocols for MANETs there is no mention of secu- 

rity for DHT signalling messages. The most of DHT-based P2P overlays take for granted 

that the participating peers behave legitimately and abstain from implementing major se- 

curity measures. This thesis innovates by providing security for the novel peer-to-peer 

architecture for emergency MANETs, called ROBUST. 

2.8 Applications of game theory to MANET security 

Along with the proliferation of decentralised wireless networks, game theoretic models 

grew and help us realise and enhance the performance of advanced and complex wireless 

systems which cannot be optimally modelled using traditional optimisation methods. In 

this section we summarise fundamental issues of game theory along with related work of 

applications of game theory to enhance intrusion detection in MANETs. 

2.8.1 Game theory 

Game theory is a branch of mathematics which models situations amongst decision mak- 

ers. In this thesis, we use the terminology as introduced in [71), one of the authoritative 

textbooks in game theory. 

A player is a decision maker who is acting in a way that potentially results in mutual or 

conflicting consequences. In fact, game theory outlines what the best decision techniques 

are assuming that (i) the decision makers are rational and (ii) they strategically decide 

about their actions taking into account their knowledge or expectations of other players. 

The players of the game take decisions on what move to undertake, from a range of 

available actions. This decision is motivated by their strategy. In fact, the strategy might 

change during the game (in which case one refers to a multi-stage game). The union of all the 
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players' strategies is referred to as the strategy profile of the game. Each player has a payoff 

(or, using the similar notion, a utility) function which indicates the benefits of outcomes 

resulting from his actions, using numerical values. A player's strategy is designed in such 

a way that maximises his payoff. 

According to [71], "a game is a description of strategic interaction that includes the constraints 

on the actions that the players can take and the players' interests, but does not specify the actions 

that the players do take". 

Strategies must aim at easing problems and propose potential solutions. Well-known 

strategies are the following: 

9 pure strategy: a player chooses to take one action with probability 1; 

" mixed strategy: a player chooses randomly between possible moves. This strategy is a 

probability distribution over all the possible pure strategy profiles; 

" dominant strategy: is a strategy that is better regardless of the actions chosen by the 

other players; 

Depending on the number of players we could have one-player, two-players or N-players 

games, where N >_ 2. A solution of a two-player game is a pair of strategies that a rational 

pair of players might choose to maximise their payoffs. Each rational player is aware of his 

alternatives, forms expectations about any unknowns, has clear preferences, and chooses 

his action deliberately following an optimisation process. 

In Table 2.8.1, a game with two players is described where one player's actions are 

identified with the rows and the other player's with the columns. We can see that the set 

of actions of the row player is }A, B} and that of the column player is {C, D}. We say that a 

player has a finite strategy set if this player has a number of discrete strategies available. 

The two values in the box formed are the players' utility values for the different strategy 

tuples. The first value is the payoff of the row player and the second is the payoff of the 

column player, correspondingly. 
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Table 2.1: A convenient representation of a two-player strategic game in which each player 
has two actions. 

C D 
A wl, w2 xl, x2 

B YI, Y2 Zl, Z2 

2.8.2 Game theoretic formulation 

In the following we introduce fundamentals symbols used in game theoretic formula- 

tions. Let G= (S, U) be a game, Si the set of actions available to player i. Then, let 

S= Sl, ... , SN, where N is the number of players in the game, be the set of all avail- 

able joint actions that can be played in a game. Thus, a joint action sES is a vector 

S=SI, """, SN, where Si E Si. Let s_i = (sl, ... , si-1 si+i.... SN) denote the joint action taken 

by all players except player i. 

Let ui(s) be the payoff to player i for the joint action s and u; (s;, s_, ) be the expected 

payoff to player i when it plays si and the other players play s_i. This means that the utility 

value of a player i depends on the s; as well as the actions chosen by the other players and 

describes how the player benefits from the game. In Table 2.2 we have summarised the 

notations that have been used in this section. 

Table 2.2: Fundamental notation. 
11, --- , N} players 
Si the set of all available strategies to player i 
S the set of all available to players joint actions 
s the set of joint actions one per player (strategy profile) 
Si action of player i 
s_; actions of all players apart from i 
u; (s) payoff to player i when s is played 
u; (s;, s_; ) expected payoff to player i when other players play s_; 
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2.8.3 Equilibrium 

A reasonable prediction of the outcome of a game is an equilibrium, which is a strategy 

profile where each player chooses a best strategy in order to maximise his utility. 

The solution that is most widely used for game theoretic problems is the Nash equilib- 

rium (NE) [71]. In game theory, NE is the solution of a non-cooperative game involving 

two or more players, in which no player has anything to gain by changing only his or her 

own strategy unilaterally. According to [72] 

Definition A strategy profile s" E S' is a N6 if no unilateral deviation in strategy by any 

single player is profitable or; V i, ui(s*, s' j) >_ u; (s;, s' t).   

The following theorem is named after John Forbes Nash who proved in 1950 as part of 

his PhD thesis that 

Theorem 2.8.1 (Nash's Theorem [73]) Every game that has a finite strategic form, with finite 

numbers of players and finite number of pure strategies for each player, has at least one NE involving 

pure or mixed strategies.   

2.8.4 Related work 

We will now review the state-of-the-art of applications of game theory to enhance intrusion 

detection in MANETs. This is a fairly new area of research and hence the following review 

of the literature covers the majority of the published work. 

Authors in [741 and [751 have modelled intrusion detection in a MANET using the 

concepts of multistage dynamic non-cooperative games with incomplete information. They 

have assumed that host-based IDSs (HIDSs) are running in the MANET nodes to carry out 

intrusion detection functionalities. They define a basic signalling game which basically 

has two players; one receiver and one sender. The authors believe that MANET intrusion 

detection can be modelled as such a game and they clarify in detail the reasons for that. The 

players of the game are the attacker and the MANET. The former targets at sending a 

malicious message which, unless it is detected by any HIDS, harms the targeted legitimate 
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node. The authors examine the reduction in false alarms when the sensitivity of the system 

is decreased and they conclude that the cost due to undetected intrusion is more critical 

than the cost of false alarms. 

In [76] authors examine security issues in wireless sensor networks which are divided in 

a number of clusters. In this work the wireless sensor network is responsible for defending 

cluster head nodes against malicious nodes which launch DoS or spoofing attacks. Au- 

thors formulate the attack-defence problem as a non-cooperative, two-player, non-zero- 

sum game between an attacker and a wireless sensor network. They then prove that this 

game achieves Nash equilibrium, thus leading to a defence strategy for the network. Fi- 

nally, they propose the Utility based Dynamic Source Routing (UDSR) protocol, which 

takes into account the total utility of each node, which equals the difference between gain 

and cost. Some more papers that examine the application of game theory to model security 

games between MANET and malicious nodes in presence of intrusion detection systems 

have been summarised as follows. 

The papers [77] and [78] propose an IDS mechanism for MANETs, based on a Bayesian 

game formulation. The attacker aims at damaging as much as possible the MANET com- 

munications with keeping himself stealthy and the MANET tries to maximise its utility 

represented by the tradeoff between the risk of losing a lot of energy5 and the potential 

to increase its defending capabilities. The MANET have incomplete information about the 

type of the adversary and two game types have been examined; static and dynamic. 

In [79] authors examine the challenge of decreasing the false alarms generated by 

cooperative IDS in MANETs. To this end, they use a cooperative game theoretic framework 

to analyse any detection and its significance within a MANET. To decrease the number of 

false alarms, MANET nodes use security classes to map different intrusions into such classes 

and with the corresponding security response. By assuming the threat models of cache 

poisoning and malicious flooding and by using previous-historic data, they accordingly 

modify the security classes to reach minimal number of false alarms. 
5Due to heavy monitoring. 
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The authors in [80] present a game theoretic model to study the energy cost incurred 

due to HIDS and the necessity for keeping the HIDS sensors on during the entire's MANET 

lifetime. Their main contribution is the derivation of how frequent HIDS must operate to 

detect malicious activities depending on different network conditions. 

In [81], the authors have used a cooperative game theoretic approach to show how to 

increase the efficiency of detecting intrusions especially in the network and application 

layer. They also claim that the model can easily be extended to detect attacks in any other 

layer and detect attackers individually. The paper [82] examines the packet forwarding 

approach which could form a reputation-based system for MANETs. By using evolutionary 

game theoretic models, the authors have shown that although nodes would like to act 

selfishly, the best strategy for them is to cooperate. 

The paper [83] proposes a unified framework that is able to extend the IDS lifetime 

by using the notion of clusters and balancing the energy consumption among all cluster 

nodes. The authors of this work have used the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism to 

compute node reputations and elect the most cost-efficient node while at the same time they 

detect and punish any mis-behaving entity6 by refraining from giving them access to the 

cluster services. In addition they define a zero-sum non-cooperative game between leader- 

IDS and intruder with incomplete information about the intruder's identity. This game 

helps maximising the detection probability in the leader-IDS device by recommending an 

optimal sampling strategy. 

In [13] we have proposed a game theoretic approach called AODV-Game Theoretic 

(AODV-GT). According to this protocol, each node chooses to route its packets through the 

route, which satisfies the following criteria (i) less number of malicious nodes probabilis- 

tically attack this route and (ii) less energy consumption of the participating IDSs. These 

criteria maximise the utility of the MANET at the NE. 

6Simple node or cluster leader. 
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2.8.5 Thesis' contributions 

The work done in this thesis has been inspired by [76] and a preliminary version of it 

appears in [13]. In particularly, we extend the model in [13] by introducing more security 

parameters in our game formalism. As an application of this game model, we propose a 

novel MANET routing protocol which enables more energy efficient host-based intrusion 

detection than traditional routing approaches such as AODV, OLSR and AOMDV. We 

show that such a protocol extends the availability of network resources. Furthermore, we 

elaborate profound simulations using our novel network simulator developed in ns-2. We 

depict several different graphs to show that our protocol, although it increases the logical 

complexity of the system, it respects the Quality-of-Service (QoS) of delay sensitive data 

keeping the computational effort to an "acceptable" level. 

Another contribution of this thesis is a non-cooperative game theoretic model to derive 

the optimal intrusion detection effort (monitoring probability) that must be spent by each 

MANET node in order to achieve the best balance between intrusion detection cost, for 

defending MANET nodes, and detection accuracy therefore proposing an optimal defence 

MANET strategy. 

2.9 Summary 

In this chapter a number of MANET issues have been discussed. We first give a background 

on routing and peer-to-peer overlays for MANETs. We then summarise the main MANET 

security issues and we define the mindset of emergency MANETs which has influenced 

the majority of the work elaborated in this thesis. We also give a background on the topics 

related to the research questions that this thesis has examined and the research gaps that 

this thesis has tackled. 
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Chapter 3 

Secure Routing for Emergency 

MANETs 

"Security's worst enemy is complexity", John von Neumann 

This chapter presents two different secure routing approaches for emergency MANETs. Sec- 

tion 3.1 proposes a routing protocol which improves availability in emergency MANETs by 

mitigating wormhole attacks based on extending the AODV protocol. This protocol, called 

Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector-Wormhole Attack Detect and Reaction (AODV-WADR), 

controls wormhole attacks by identifying long delays in the communication links and ex- 

cluding corresponding nodes from the network. Furthermore, this section presents and 

discusses the performance evaluation results retrieved by developing the AODV-WADR 

protocol in ns-2 and comparing this protocol with AODV in terms of end-to-end packet delay 

and packet loss. 

In Section 3.2, we present a secure version of the ChaMeLeon (CML) routing protocol [5] 

to establish confidentiality and integrity for emergency MANETs. More precisely, it proposes 

the novel SCML protocol, a secure version of CML, which has been designed by using 

a hybrid version (AH and ESP in transport mode) of IPsec tailored for MANETs. In this 

chapter, we present and discuss the performance evaluation results retrieved by developing 

SCML in ns-2. We compare this protocol with the pure CML, CML using IPsec in AH mode 
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and CML using IPsec in ESP mode, by evaluating the cumulative packet end-to-end delay, 

cumulative routing control load and cumulative throughput. We have also undertook 

comparisons with SAODV by assessing the routing control load and the ratio of data to 

routing control load. All the results show that SCML introduces affordable overhead thus 

it can support high QoS multimedia communications. 

3.1 Securing emergency MANETs against wormhole attacks 

In this section, we consider the case of wormhole attacks in MANETs, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. We propose a secure routing protocol called Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector- 

WormholeAttack Detect and Reaction (AODV-WADR) [7], to improve availability in emergency 

MANETs by mitigating wormhole attacks, based on extending the AODV protocol. The 

main contributions of this section are summarised as follows: 

" We have designed the novel AODV-WADR protocol to control wormhole attacks 

in emergency MANETs by identifying long delays in the communication links and 

excluding corresponding nodes from the network; 

" We have simulated this protocol using the network simulator ns-2; 

" We have undertook comparisons with AODV, by evaluating end-to-end packet delay 

and packet loss. We show that AODV-WADR outperforms AODV in terms of packet 

loss while the delay introduced by AODV-WADR is considered negligible compared 

to the protocol's benefits. 

3.1.1 AODV-WADR 

In the following we describe our novel AODV-WADR protocol. This is integrated into 

AODV in order to apply low overhead defence against adversaries who have launched a 

wormhole attack against a MANET. Our scenarios, as defined in Chapter 2 of the thesis, 

focus on emergency cases where high QoS multimedia services are required to support 

emergency communications. 
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As we have mentioned, AODV is a reactive routing protocol designed for MANETs. The 

protocol uses an on-demand routing algorithm to discover and save routes between nodes 

only when deemed necessary. Thus, when adversaries succeed to create a wormhole tun- 

nel, wrong routing information is flooded through the MANET corrupting the information 

in the routing tables. 

In AODV-WADR, links which experience long delays are treated as suspicious and 

wormhole verification must be performed on them. AODV-WADR enables a node to con- 

firm whether a neighbour has created a wormhole tunnel within the MANET or not. After 

the detection of the wormhole attack by a source node S, which seeks a route to destination 

D, the former deletes the route which includes the malicious nodes and adds them to a 

blacklist called blacklist_wadr. 

3.1.1.1 Terminology 

For a more convenient reading of this section, we summarise the following terminology: 

" NET_TRAVERSAL_TIME (NetTT) [41: is the maximum expected time in milliseconds 

waiting to receive a Route REPly (RREP) after sending a Route REQuest (RREQ); 

" NODE_TRAVERSAL_TIME (NodeTT) [4]: is the maximum expected wireless prop- 

agation latency on a single-hop; 

" ACTUAL-TRAVERSAL-TIME (ATT): is the actual period of time from sending a 

RREQ until receiving a RREP; 

" ACTUAL TRAVERSAL_TIME_WADR (ATT_WADR): is the time between the trans- 

mission and the reception of a msg wadrl message; 

" MAXIMUM_TRAVERSAL_TIME (MTT): equals 6x NodeTT. This result is derived 

by multiplying the number of hops between S and D which equals 3 for a three 

hops away route, times 2 because NodeTT is the time for one-hop traversal. We 

'This is the name of the AODV-WADR message. 
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explain, later on in this section, the reason for choosing only three hops routes in 

AODV-WADR. 

" Hop_Count: is the hop count included in the AODV message and indicates the number 

of hops between a source and a destination. 

3.1.1.2 Methodology 

We suppose that a node S wants to discover a route to a destination node D. According to 

AODV, if S does not have a specific entry route for D, it broadcasts a RREQ or it sends a 

RREQ to the next hop along the last updated route which has been cached in its routing 

table for D. 

In AODV-WADR: 

"S simultaneously starts a timer in order to be able to calculate the ATT from the time 

it sends the RREQ until the reception of the RREP; 

" When S does not receive any RREP during the next NetTT milliseconds, it acts 

according to AODV; 

" On the other hand, if S receives the RREP, it checks the Hop-Count. If the Hop-Count 

does not equal 3, the node ignores the AODV-WADR implementation and it continues 

its routing operation according to AODV. If the Hop_Count equals 3, S implements 

AODV-WADR. 

AODV-WADR enables the detection and prevention of wormhole attacks only by nodes 

which are three hops away from the destination node. This is true due to the following: 

. Since every node keeps information about only the next hop node, according to [4], it 

would be more difficult for a node that is further than three hops away from the 

destination to suspect which node, on the route between itself and the destination, has 

launched a wormhole attack. For instance, if such a node suspects a wormhole attack 

then it has to suspect more than two nodes between itself and the destination (since 
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it is further than three hops away). In that case, there is a risk an innocent node to be 

blamed. This uncertainty makes us define that the detection process in AODV-WADR 

takes place by nodes which are two hops away from the other end of a wormhole 

tunnel. 

" If S detects and prevents a wormhole attack, all the other nodes which have a route 

to D through S will avoid relaying their traffic through the wormhole tunnel; 

Due to the nature of AODV which acts in a hop-by-hop manner, the three-hop wormhole 

tunnel detection is adequate to secure the MANET communications against wormhole 

adversaries since the legitimate nodes which detect the malicious parties terminate any 

communication with them. In this way, the AODV-WADR addresses the wormhole problem 

along the entire path from a source to a destination. 

When ATT is higher than MTT, S suspects a wormhole attack due to the fact the mes- 

sage was transmitted slower. What happens is that adversaries use enhanced hardware to 

transmit the packets further away than one-hop distances but the time of transmission is 

not likely to be smaller than the time of an IEEE 802.1lb transmission towards a single-hop 

unless they have used a specialised technology with usually comes with an undesired cost 

for them. However, the above phenomenon can be due to wireless propagation effects 

or delays in the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) algo- 

rithm. That is why AODV-WADR has to check if the abnormal delay is due to the existence 

of a wormhole attack or a link error. 

After the suspicion, nodes have to establish pairwise cryptographic material during the 

second phase of the AODV-WADR. This allows the nodes to encrypt the packet in order 

to avoid malicious nodes to find out the content of the messages. In this way, adversaries 

cannot understand that a detection process is taking place in order to start to behave 

legitimately until the end of the detection process. 

The establishment of such cryptographic keys takes place by S and D executing a Dif)ie- 

Hellman (D-H) key exchange to create a shared secret key. For this purpose, the pre-shared 

network wide key, discussed in Chapter 2 is used, as indicated by the emergency MANET 
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mindset. In that sense, intermediate nodes are trusted. The D-H method is a cryptographic 

protocol that allows two parties that have no prior knowledge of each other to jointly 

establish a shared secret key over an insecure communications channel. This key can then 

be used to encrypt subsequent communications using a symmetric key cipher. 

S must inform D that they have to implement the D-H method. If S does not receive 

a response from D during the next NetTT milliseconds, it deletes the route to D from its 

routing table and it adds the next hop node to a blacklist. This blacklist is used by S in order 

to keep itself informed about the nodes that it should not be trusted and it excludes them 

from its routing tables. It is worth noting here that the nodes must periodically forward 

their blacklist to their one-hop neighbours to update them about the current malicious 

entities in the MANET. 

After the successful creation of the common unique secure session key, S sends an 

encrypted message msg_wadr to D using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)2 [84] and it 

starts a timer in order to calculate the actual traverse time (ATT_WADR) of msg_wadr. If 

ATT_WADR is higher than MTT the node detects a wormhole attack. Afterwards, it deletes 

the next hop node from its routing table and adds it in the blacklist_wadr. In Algorithms 1,2 

and Figures 3.1,3.2, we summarise the main functionalities of AODV-WADR. 

Each node that detects the wormhole attack will never again update its routing tables 

with a route which is in its blacklist_wadr. For example, the first hop node Ml (as it is depicted 

in Fig. 2.4, in the route S, """, D) is considered as the creator of the wormhole tunnel and 

after the detection it is included in the blacklist_wadr of S. As a result, the communication 

between the source and the destination node will be established in the future through a 

different route preventing the creation of wormhole attacks by the detected adversary. 

It is beneficial for the overall operation of AODV-WADR, nodes to update their blacklist 

every a timeout. This is important, especially in cases where "failures" in the wireless 

links might be wrongly translated as signs of a wormhole tunnel existence. In that case, 
2We choose for the encryption of msg_wadr the AES algorithm because it is fast in both software and 

hardware, easy to implement and requires little memory [841. The selection of AES is based also on the fact that 
the standard has been designed to be resistant to well-known attacks and also exhibits simplicity of design. 
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Algorithm 1 AODV-WADR - PART I 
1: a node S broadcasts a RREQ message to discover a MANET route and records the 

current time t. 
2: if S receives the RREP within NetTT then 
3: S records the receiving timet . 
4: S records the Hop_Count from RREP. 
5: if Hop_Count == 3 then 
6: S calculates the ATT as t-t. 
7: if ATT is higher than 6" NodeTT then 
8: S suspects a wormhole tunnel in route r. 
9: S runs algorithm 2. 

10: exit 
11: else 

12: S considers the route between itself and D as safe against wormhole attacks and 
continues its operation according to AODV. 

13: exit 
14: end if 
15: else 
16: S continues its operation according to AODV. 
17: exit 
18: end if 
19: else 
20: S continues its operation according to AODV. 
21: exit 
22: end if 
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Algorithm 2 AODV-WADR - PART II 
1: S sends a message to D in order to create aa shared secret session key (this key can be 

used to encrypt subsequent communications using a symmetric key cipher) using the 
Dijie-Hellman Exponential Key Exchange method. 

2: if S receives a respond data message from D within NetTT then 
3: S and D implement Diflie-Hellman Exponential Key Exchange method. 
4: S sends an encrypted with the secure session key message msg_wadr to D using the 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and records the current time tt1, dr. 
5: D decrypts msg_wadr, adds its ID number, encrypts msg_wadr using AES and sends 

it back to S. 
6: if S does not receive msg_wadr within NetTT then 
7: S considers a wormhole attack. 
8: S deletes r from its routing table. 
9: S adds in its blacklist_wa the next hop node. 

10: exit 
11: else 
12: stores the receiving time tfr. 

13: S calculates ATT_WADR as tr- twadr. 
14: if ATT_WADR is less or equal to 6" NodeTT then 
15: S considers the route r between itself and D as safe and continues its operation 

according to AODV. 
16: exit 
17: else 

18: S considers a wormhole attack. 
19: S deletes route r from its routing table. 
20: S adds in its blacklist_wa the next hop node. 
21: exit 
22: end if 
23: end if 

24: else 
25: S considers a wormhole attack. 
26: S deletes route r from its routing table. 
27: S information its blacklist_wa with the next hop node. 
28: exit 
29: end if 
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the deletion of the next hop node according to AODV-WADR will be inappropriate. To 

overcome such situations, each node must check whether blacklisted parties in its list have 

been also blacklisted by its one-hop neighbours. In this way, if a node incorrectly deletes 

a suspicious node from its routing tables, it has to identify such an error and add back the 

blamed node in its routing table. This will happen due to the fact that other legitimate nodes 

will not add this node in their blacklist unless they experience a similar link failure. In that 

case, AODV-WADR still proposes a better route, in terms of QoS, to a destination even 

though a wormhole tunnel was not established. 

3.1.2 Simulation results 

We have used the network simulator ns-2, to evaluate the performance of AODV-WADR 

compared to the traditional AODV. The mobility was simulated using the Mission Critical 

Mobility (MCM) [2] model for ns-2. 

We have shown a series of results to make clear that AODV-WADR is more efficient in 

terms of packet loss than AODV when malicious nodes have launched one or more worm- 

hole attacks. In our simulations, we use different types of field configurations including 

10,25,35,50 and 65 mobile nodes which are moving randomly, pausing for a fixed time 

of 5 seconds and then moving randomly again in a 1000m x 1000m area or 2000m x 2000m 

area. The two different speeds which are considered are 1 m/s and 2 m/s. The simulation 

time is limited to 1000 seconds due to the fact that after a series of experimentations, we 

observed the same trends in the results for longer simulations. 

Furthermore, the data rate chosen is 64 kbps and the mobile devices transmit text and 

voice data over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or User Datagram Protocol (UDP). To 

evaluate the performance of AODV-WADR, we compare its performance with AODV 

in terms of delay and packet loss. Specifically, packet loss is the failure of one or more 

transmitted packets to arrive at their destination and delay is caused when routing packets 

in MANETS take more time than expected to reach their destination. We summarise the 

simulation parameters in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: The simulation parameters used in ns-2 simulator during the evaluation of 
AODV-WADR. 

Examined approaches AODV, AODV-WADR 
Pause Time 5 sec 

Number of Nodes 10,25,35,50,65 
Data Rate 64 kbps 

Nodes' Speed 1,2 m/s 
Simulation Time 1000 s 
Mobility Model Mission Critical Mobility 

Simulation Areas 1000m x 1000m, 2000m x 2000m 
Traffic Types UDP, TCP 

3.1.2.1 Packet loss 

First, in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 we depict the packet loss as a function of the number of nodes in 

TCP and UDP data traffic, respectively, for a 1000m x 1000m area. Second, in Fig. 3.5,3.6 we 

depict the corresponding results for a 2000m x 2000m area. In both cases, we observe that 

there is a lower packet loss in AODV-WADR. Such reduction occurs due to the detection 

of the wormhole tunnel and the exclusion of the malicious nodes from the path between 

source and destination. In this way, the availability of the network resources is increased. 

Packet loss is lower in AODV-WADR due to the detection of the wormhole tunnel 

and the exclusion of malicious nodes which have launched a Denial-of-Service attack (for 

example dropping packets). Consequently, this increases the availability of the network 

resources. Also, due to TCP sends more packets it consequently has higher packet loss than 

UDP otherwise the ratio of lost packets to sent packets is similar for both protocols. 

From Fig. 3.5, we notice that for an 2000m x 2000m area there is higher packet loss 

than an 1000m x 1000m area because we have further links so more packets are generated 

including acknowledgements of TCP. These finding are the opposite in the case of UDP as 

Fig. 3.6 shows. The lower packet loss in the case of the 1000m x 1000m area is explained 

due to the less interference caused in a larger network area when the number of devices 
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Figure 3.3: The packet loss for different number of nodes moving in a 1000m x 1000m area 
(TCP traffic). 
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Figure 3.4: The packet loss for different number of nodes moving in a 1000m x 1000m area 
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Figure 3.5: The packet loss for different number of nodes moving in a 2000"1 x 2000ni area 
(TCP traffic). 
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Figure 3.6: The packet loss for different number of nodes moving in a 2000m x 2000m area 
(UDP traffic). 
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remains the same. Hence, the lower interference causes less congestion and less packet 

loss. 

3.1.2.2 Average end-to-end packet delay 

In Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 we show the delay that each approach introduces for a 1000m x 1000m 

area. The delay is higher in AODV-WADR due to its security functionalities. This is the 

tradeoff between security and cost of AODV-WADR which protects a system from worm- 

hole attacks but it introduces extra overhead. 

The same trends are observed in the case of 2000m x 2000m area, as we show in Fig. 3.9 

and 3.10. In the latter case of 2000m x 2000m area the delay is higher due to the fact 

that AODV-WADR needs more time to detect the malicious nodes for the larger area of 

2000m x 2000m than for the 1000m x 1000m area. 

The delay is higher in TCP because the protocol causes more congestion than UDP. As 

latency increases, in TCP, the sender may spend more time waiting on acknowledgements 

instead of sending packets. We notice also that the delay is higher for a larger network 

area because AODV-WADR needs more time to identify malicious nodes in addition to 

the fact that the end-to-end communication links are longer. Consequently, the process 

of adjusting the window size becomes slower since this process depends on the received 

acknowledgements which have to travel longer distances in a larger network area. 

3.1.2.3 Packet loss improvement 

Last, in Fig. 3.11 and 3.12 we depict the improvement of packet loss for AODV-WADR, for 

both areas. According to the diagrams, we observe that the improvement of packet loss 

for TCP traffic is higher than in the case of UDP traffic in most simulations. This happens 

because the protocol has to retransmit the packets if they are dropped, so if the packet loss 

reduces, the improvement will be more pronounced than in UDP. This is also the reason 

that a wormhole attack can cause cause higher damage to TCP if packets are dropped due 

to such an attack. 
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Figure 3.11: The improvement of packet loss for a 1000m x 1000m area. 
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Figure 3.12: The improvement of packet loss for a 2000m x 2000m area. 

3.2 Secure routing for emergency MANETs 

According to [5], routing in a MANET can be summarised as a multi-hop packet forwarding 

mechanism that can efficiently adapt to changes in the wireless network topology. This will 

be mainly beneficial for users situated in areas with inadequate or no pre-existing communi- 

cation infrastructures. For instance, first responders often have to carry out rescue missions 

in remote sites or disaster locations where infrastructures may be scarce, incapacitated or 

even nonexistent. In such cases, MANETs will provide an autonomous IP-based multi- 

media communication platform to enhance mission critical coordination efforts. MANETs 

can also be deployed as tactical networks in usually remote battlefields where ad-hoc and 

autonomous communication setups are required. 

In this section, we provide security for CML by using a hybrid version of the Internet 

Protocol Security (IPsec) and evaluate its performance compared to traditional IPsec schemes 

and the pure CML3. To this end, we first apply the same IPsec version over well-known 

routing protocols for MANETs to evaluate their performance and derive the time and space 

overheads caused by such a mechanism [8]. Finally, we propose the Secure ChaMeLeon 

(SCML) [9], [10] which provides end-to-end authentication, confidentiality and integrity 

for MANET messages. 

3CML without security. 

10 25 35 50 65 
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3.2.1 Secure routing using IPsec 

IPsec is a protocol suite for securing IP-based communications focusing on message and 

origin authentication, confidentiality and message integrity. These are also the main secu- 

rity requirements for MANET communications as discussed in [85]. It is widely accepted 

that IPsec is one of the best security protocols available at present and is mentioned as the 

most reliable and efficient network layer protocol. 

IPsec also offers replay attack prevention and perfect forward secrecy. The significant 

importance of the aforementioned protocol is that it offers flexibility, which cannot be 

achieved at higher or lower layer abstractions in addition to the symmetric cryptographic 

schemes which are appropriate to be used in handheld resource constrained devices such 

as mobile phones to transmit data. 

In this context, several research approaches such as [86] and [87] have concluded that 

the usage of IPsec is appropriate in MANETs. An intruder who eavesdrops on a wireless 

communication link has the potential to capture passwords which are being transmitted 

unencrypted. The malicious node can then use the said password to masquerade as a 

legitimate mobile user. Using the IPsec protocol, data packets are encrypted and the attacker 

cannot overhear private information. Additionally, an intruder can spoof his IP address to 

masquerade as a trusted node when the address-based authentication scheme is used. In 

that case, IPsec protects against IP spoofing attacks by deploying authentication techniques. 

Furthermore, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks could be avoided by using IPsec. Specif- 

ically, when an intruder is trying for instance to launch a Transmission Control Protocol 

(TCP) SYNchronous (SYN) flooding attack by sending a sequence of connection request 

messages, the available buffer space of the target-victim system is overrun. Due to the 

authentication that IPsec offers, the intruder launches TCP SYN flooding attacks using its 

own IP address, revealing its location and identity. Finally, in keeping with the concept of 

integrity protection that IPsec provides, when the Integrity Check Value (ICV) of a packet 

is valid it receives the appropriate treatment and the nodes decide the next hop node 

across the path to the destination. If any unauthenticated node changes any data in the IP 
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datagram or updates the ICV, this node will be detected and the packet will be discarded. 

IPsec can achieve its security goals by creating Security Associations (SAs) between 

nodes. An SA contains the addresses of the participating nodes and the type of security to 

be used along with the algorithms that will be used in each instance. The SA also contains 

the keys, which will be used by the chosen encryption algorithm. The keys differ in length 

depending on the type of algorithm used and must be unique. A policy is recorded in the 

Security Policy Database (SPD), which details how the SA is to be implemented. The policy 

specifies which mode (tunnel or transport) will be used, how, and when it will be used. 

In this section a hybrid version of the IPsec protocol [87], [88] is deployed to provide 

confidentiality, message and origin authentication and message integrity for the MANET 

communication links. This hybrid version includes both Authentication Header (AH) and 

Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) modes. This choice is taken based on the fact that 

a potential attacker can perform traffic analysis, examine protocol numbers, modify the 

destination address, and other IP fields if the only applied protocol is ESP. This occurs since 

ESP does not protect the IP header of an IP datagram. In addition, according to [87], we 

have chosen to use only the transport mode of the IPsec protocol in order to avoid high 

processing power overhead. 

Many researchers have argued in favour of a more compact and efficient version of 

IPsec which will not include the AH, in transport mode. However, ESP offers integrity 

protection for everything beyond the IP header when AH provides integrity protection for 

some of the fields of the IP header. 

ESP offers confidentiality by encrypting the IP payload using 128-bit symmetric AES 

keys and AH offers authentication and integrity of transmitted packets. AES uses the 

Rijndael algorithm which is a symmetric block cipher that supports different key and block 

sizes of 128,192 and 256 bits with the AES standardised to be the fixed block size of 

128 bits. The most important characteristic of the algorithm is the fact that it combines 

implementation convenience and simplicity with increased protection against different 

attacks. 
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Figure 3.13: Different IPsec setups. 

For the ESP protocol we use 128-bit AES symmetric keys due to AES proven strength 

and its low overhead. According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a 

128-bit AES key requires a 3072-bit RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman) key while 256-bit AES 

requires an RSA key size of 15,360 bits for equivalent security. Obviously, 15,360 bits will 

degrade the performance of any system since key size is directly related to computing 

resources. 

In addition, AES is a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) certified encryption 

method described in [89]. A FIPS is a public standard developed by the United States 

federal government aiming at securing computer systems for any non-military government 

agency. Due to the critical nature of emergency communications, the aforesaid compliance 

is required to ensure an adequate security level for encrypting messages in MANETs. 

Authentication and integrity are satisfied by the AH protocol that utilises the Message 

Digest 5 (MD5) hash algorithm along with a symmetric key to produce an Hash Message 

Authentication Code (HMAC) called HMAC-MD5. We illustrate the different modes of the 

IPsec protocol in Fig. 3.13. 

HMAC is a type of Message Authentication Code (MAC) calculated using a cryptographic 

hash function in conjunction with a secret key. On the other hand, MD5 is a one-way 

hash function, which processes input text in 512 bit blocks to generate a 128-bit hash 
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value. The hash values are used afterwards for the verification of the sent message. It is 

worth mentioning that although MD5 has been found vulnerable to some attacks, when 

it is used in conjunction with an AES key it is not compromised. Another cryptographic 

hash function is the Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1), which processes input text in 512 bit 

blocks to generate a 160-bit hash value. 

3.2.2 Security overheads 

In this section, we derive the time overheads of the different algorithms that are used 

by IPsec. The authors in [901 discuss the space4 and time complexity5, introduced by the 

different modes of IPsec, in terms of CPU cycles. In the same work, they find out that the 

total number of operations required for MD5 processing per 512 bits block is 720 plus 24 

operations for initialisation and termination, while for SHA-1 processing is 900 plus 210 

operations for initialisation and termination. Consequently, the overhead introduced by 

HMAC- MD5 is lower. In order to compute the exact time of HMAC-MD5 operation, in 

terms of processing cycles per packet, for an input of packets nk and for processor speed cp 

the following equation [901 is used 

tHMAC-MD5(nk, cp) = [32 + (2 + 744nk)]/cp. (3.1) 

To go a step further, authors in [901 derive the corresponding number of processing cycles 

required for encrypting one block of data with each one of the three standardised types 

of AES for different key lengths 6168,7512 and 8856 number of CPU cycles for 128,192 

and 256 key lengths respectively. For algorithms weaker than AES such as Data Encryption 

Standard (DES) and 3DES, the corresponding overhead is 2697 and 8091 CPU cycles. 

The choice of the AES algorithm to generate the symmetric keys, which will be used 

by ESP to encrypt the payload of the IP datagram has been done based on the fact that the 

algorithm is one of the fastest and cryptographically strongest. The time overhead of AES 

'Security related additional information on the transmitted packets increases the bandwidth consumption. 
5Security processing increases the packet end-to-end delay and the transmission time. 
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is Tencryption = 6,168 and Tdec, yption = 10,992 CPU cycles according to [90]. 

IPsec packetisation and ciphering increase the size of transmitted packets. In transport 

mode, the space overhead of AH equals 24 and ESP equals 10 bytes [91]. Consequently, the 

space overhead in the case of our hybrid solution is 24+10 = 34 bytes. 

We examine scenarios where emergency MANETs have to be deployed to support com- 

munications between First Responders (FRs). These are equipped with handheld devices 

with processing capability which equals 450 Millions of Instructions Per Second6 (MIPS). From 

the formula 3.1 and the decryption and encryption times, we derive the time overhead per 

packet for each of HMAC-MD5 and AES algorithms as follows: 

" tHMAC-MD5 = 1.68 microseconds per block; 

" tAes encryption = 13.7 microseconds per block and; 

" tAEs, 4ecryption = 24.4 microseconds per block. 

It is worth mentioning here that in our overhead we have not included the overhead for 

key exchange that IPsec requires. Thus, we take into account only the overhead occurred 

during the communication phase and after the establishment of cryptographic keys. 

3.2.3 Simulation results 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of IPsec over AODV, OLSR, DYMO by using 

ns-2. The average pause time of the nodes in the network is varied in order to investigate 

the effect of varying mobility on routing performance in such environments. It is worth 

mentioning here that we use CBR traffic of 64kbps to simulate the use of voice data 

transmission over the network with 10 CBR connections. 

Our goal is to evaluate the performance of each of the aforementioned MANET routing 

protocols during an emergency scenario in a MANET with 20 nodes. In our simulation 

scenarios, MANET nodes use IEEE 802.11b wireless interfaces and an obstacle-aware hu- 

man mobility model (HUMO) [21 which simulates the movement of FRs during the rescue 

6450 MIPS is a realistic value for a well-known PDA (Apple iPhone). 
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missions. In these scenarios, obstacles are an integral part of the areas where such networks 

are deployed in order to facilitate communication among FRs. In the proposed mobility 

model, the nodes of the network move around the obstacles in a natural and realistic way. 

3.2.3.1 Throughput 

We have illustrated in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15 the throughput which equals the ratio of received 

by sent data packets and it is a critical QoS metric given as 

average received data packets throughput = 
average sent data packets 

against different pause time values or else different mobility levels. We clearly notice that 

for higher node mobility scenarios or else lower average pause time, the throughput is 

higher for all the protocols. This is explained in [92] where authors prove that high node 

mobility in MANETs increases data throughput due to reduction of mutual transmission 

interference and exploitation of multiuser diversity through packet forwarding. In terms 

of security, we observe that the IPsec hybrid mode introduces time and space overhead 

without degrading the main routing functionalities of the protocol. We can see in Fig. 3.15 

that throughput has been affected by the increased packet size introduced due to IPsec 

application. 

The increased throughput results lead to a higher energy consumption for the mobile 

devices. Routing load which is illustrated in terms of bytes is also affected when security 

considerations are concerned due to IPsec space overhead. The increment is still negligible 

and that is what predicates the IPsec application efficiency. 

3.2.3.2 Total routing load 

In Fig. 3.16 and 3.17, it can be observed that the total routing load of the routing protocol 

decreases when mobility decreases. In high mobility networks, the frequent route changes 

result in DYMO and AODV sending more reactive route discovery routing messages to 

obtain routes to destinations. DYMO uses additional RERR messages to explicitly alert 
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Figure 3.14: The throughput for the different routing protocols. 
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participating nodes in a route about an unreachable route and therefore it uses more routing 

load than AODV In low mobility scenarios where the route changes are less frequent, the 

difference between DYMO and AODV routing loads is smaller. However, OLSR uses a 

proactive approach and thus it utilises periodic routing messages without considering the 

rate of route changes. In Fig. 3.18 we have plotted the extra routing load for the different 

routing protocols due to the use of IPsec. 

3.2.3.3 Average end-to-end packet delay 

The average end-to-end packet delay results are shown in Fig. 3.19 and 3.20. The average 

packet delivery delay in the network decreases when the node pause time increases for all 

the routing protocols investigated. The average end-to-end delay value for packet delivery 

corresponds to the time required to find a route to a destination plus the time required for 

a transmission to take place along such a route and is given by 

(end-to-end delay) = (route discovery delay) + (transmission delay). 

The route discovery delay is directly affected by mobility because any originator has to find 

valid routes in a corresponding frequency. We observe that for secure routing an increment 

of approximately 67% in the delay is noticeable. This happens due to the time overhead 

both ESP and AH protocols introduce to the communication links for each transmission. 
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Figure 3.17: The total routing load for the different routing protocols using IPsec. 
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Although we have illustrated the ratio of total packets sent to total dropped packets against 

the different pause time values, we notice that there is no significant difference from the 

corresponding results taken without security considerations. This occurs because the IPsec 

does not affect packet loss. 

3.2.4 Secure CML 

By using the efficient hybrid IPsec solution as proposed in this chapter, we secure the CML 

routing protocol by proposing Secure ChaMeLeon (SCML). In this way, we provide end- 

to-end authentication, confidentiality and integrity for the MANET messages. We have 

used simulations to verify the integrity of the proposed mechanisms and showcase the 

benefits of using our solution. We next use an event based simulator, customised with our 

implementation of the SCML protocol, to validate the proposed model. 

3.2.5 Simulation results 

In the following, we illustrate the simulation results, retrieved by ns-2, for the comparison 

of SCML with CML, CML using IPsec in AH mode and CML using IPsec in ESP mode. The 

results have shown that the overhead introduced by SCML is negligible compared to 

the other choices, while at the same time it provides higher level of security as we have 

previously discussed. 

In Fig. 3.21 - 3.23, we illustrate (i) the cumulative packet end-to-end delay, (ii) the 

cumulative control load overhead and (iii) the cumulative throughput which equals the 

ratio of data packets against control packets for the different IPsec modes and SCML. The 

latter introduces the highest overhead among all due to it adopts both AH and ESP modes. 

In Fig. 3.24 and 3.25, we also include some simulation results that compare the perfor- 

mance of SCML in terms of total control load and ratio of data versus control load, against 

a well-know secure routing protocol such as Secure Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector 

(SAODV) [461. This protocol, as we have discussed in Chapter 2 uses digital signa- 

tures, asymmetric encryption keys and hash chains. 
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3.2.5.1 Cumulative packet end-to-end delay 

By noticing Fig. 3.21 we see that the cumulative end-to-end delay for the case of SCML is 

slightly higher than the delay of CML when using the ESP mode whilst it provides both 

advantages of AH and ESP. 

3.2.5.2 Cumulative routing control load 

In Fig. 3.22, we illustrate the performance of each case in terms of total control data7. We 

observe that SCML has the highest value of control data in bytes. This is an expected result 

due to the fact that each SCML packet has an overhead of 192 bits for HMAC-MD5 and 80 

bits for AES encryption which equals 272 bits more than conventional CML. 

3.2.5.3 Cumulative throughput 

In terms of data load versus control data load in bytes, the results illustrated in Fig. 3.23 

validate the intuition that the ratio is the highest for CML due to the absence of extra 

security overhead introduced by the rest of the protocols. In all graphs, we observe that 

SCML does not introduce unaffordable overhead to CML while it provides adequate level 

of security. These are enough requirements to highlight the suitability of the protocol for 

emergency MANETs which require efficient QoS routing solutions. 

3.2.5.4 Comparison with SAODV 

The simulation results illustrated in Fig. 3.24 and 3.25 and published in [101 show the 

control load and the ratio of data to control load for different pause times namely for 

different mobility models. We notice that the routing load of SCML is significantly lower 

than SAODV's whilst SCML is delivering more data per control load than SAODV. This 

happens due to the lightweight mechanisms of symmetric cryptography that SCML uses 

compared to the asymmetric that is used in SAODV. On the other hand, the security level 

7Routing data. 
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Figure 3.25: The ratio of data vs routing control load for SCML and SAODV. 
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of SCML is adequate when AES is used and is comparable with asymmetric solutions in 

terms of security strength. 

3.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we have examined the case of secure routing for emergency mobile ad-hoc 

networks (MANETs). These are autonomous networks that can be deployed in emergency 

cases to establish communication among rescuers. First, we have proposed a secure mecha- 

nism for AODV called AODV Wormhole Attack Detection Reaction (AODV-WADR) to detect 

and react to wormhole attacks in emergency MANETs. AODV-WADR does not require sta- 

tistical methods, GPS coordinates or specialised hardware, since employing such methods 

or hardware may not be feasible during emergencies. The simulation results show that the 

performance of AODV-WADR is more efficient than AODV, in terms of packet loss due to 

the mitigation of wormhole attacks. 

We have also taken advantage of the security strength of IPsec to provide network layer 

security for emergency MANETS. In fact, we have used the transport mode of IPsec and 

we have applied the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptographic algorithm along 

with the MD5 hash function using both AH and ESP security protocols. The afore choices 

have been based on the fact that lightweight devices require security implementations that 

rely on symmetric cryptographic algorithms such as the ones used by IPsec. Using this 

combination over their counterparts will lead to a considerable reduction in processing 

time and delay on the network creating an efficient transaction moving towards satisfying 

resource constraints and security requirements. 

The performance evaluation shows that this hybrid version of IPsec in MANETs in- 

troduces, negligible time and space overhead, to conventional routing mechanisms while 

it enables the adequate security level for MANET multimedia communications. We have 

used the same version of the IPsec on top of the MANET routing protocol ChaMeLeon 

(CML) to provide confidentiality, and integrity to the transmitted packets by designing the 

Secure ChaMeLeon (SCML) protocol. 
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Chapter 4 

Secure P2P Overlays for Emergency 

MANETs 

"Those whose acquaintance with scientific research is derived chiefly from its practical results easily develop 

a completely false notion of the mentality of the men who, surrounded by a sceptical world, have shown the 

way, " Albert Einstein 

In this chapter we examine how to provide security for peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays in 

emergency MANETs1 [31]. Especially, we propose the secure version of the novel peer-to- 

peer overlay architecture for MANETs, called Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation of Services 

and Topology (ROBUST), discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, by securing the Distributed 

Hash Tables (DHT) signalling messages by using symmetric key encryption. 

We then present and discuss the performance evaluation results retrieved by developing 

this DHT architecture in ns-2. We also compare this protocol with the pure ROBUST by 

evaluating average end-to-end DHT data request delay, overhead and DHT signalling 

packet loss. The chapter concludes that this protocol introduces affordable overhead hence 

it can be used when high QoS multimedia communications are required. 

The security extensions presented in this chapter consist of the following: 

'in this chapter from now the terms MANETs and emergency MANETs are interchangeable. 
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A key exchange phase where ROBUST peers exchange pairwise symmetric key material 

Kp k with their leafset peers2 as well as their super peers; 

"A key refresh phase where peers generate new key material and exchange it with their 

leafset peers as well as their super peers; 

"A proximity synchronisation phase where peers that wish to join a new cluster, in order 

to reduce the delay have to accomplish a secure handshake and exchange key material 

with their new super peer and leaflet peers. 

4.1 ROBUST architecture 

In ROBUST at any given time we need C clusters where C=1 
or 

b and N is the total 

number of peers in the network. This gives us a total routing complexity of O(log2 C) + 0(1) 

and 0(1092 C) <_ 0(log2 N). To address the issue of scalability and refrain any peer from 

being bottlenecked, more clusters would need to be factored into the DHT as the amount 

of peers increases. 

Peer proximity is central to ROBUST algorithm and the architecture has been designed 

with this notion in mind. From the start when peers join the overlay they contact the nearest 

bootstrap peer, which is the nearest super peer. If the number of peers within the cluster 

is less than loge N the peer will join that cluster after being given a peeriD, by the super 

peer, in order to maintain ID space equality. 

If the number of peers within the cluster is equal to loge N, the super peer will forward 

the join request to its closest two super peers (the first numerically greater than and less 

than its own peerl D). These super peers will then run the same algorithm until the peer has 

joined a cluster with free space. The maximum number of steps to find a non-full cluster is 

denoted as 0(1092 C) + 2. 

This is explained as follows. The origin peer Pl sends a message to the destination peer 

P2. If P2 belongs to a different than Pl cluster then, the message is sent from Pl to its cluster's 

2L immediate neighbours in the nodeld space 
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super peer SP1. Then, this super peer sends the message to the super peer of the cluster that 

P2 belongs to, namely SP2. The complexity of a search algorithm in a DHT equals the binary 

tree search complexity [93]. Thus assuming C clusters, the maximum path length from SP1 

to SP2 is O(log2 Q. When the message arrives at the destination cluster, SP2 forwards this 

to the destination peer P2 in one logical hop inside this cluster. 

The next step is to take into account mobility. When peers move through the physical 

space, they may be closer physically to another super peer. In order to maintain proximity, a 

function aptly named proximity synchronisation is proposed. This is achieved by super peers 

periodically broadcasting a beacon to each of the peers within their cluster. These peers 

then forward the beacon to any peers around them with a one-hop Time To Live (TTL). The 

result of this function is that if a peer moves closer to another super peer, it can ping the 

newly discovered super peer and compare its latency with the current super peer with 

which it has established communications. If the newly discovered super peer is closer, the 

peer sends a move request to the relevant super peer, if the cluster is not full, the peer 

leaves the overlay with its current ID and rejoins with an ID issued by the new super peer. 

In this thesis we consider the following types of signalling messages: 

" DHTput_ºeq: this corresponds to a request for putting some data in the DHT. 

" DHTpi, g: this corresponds to any ping message in the DHT. 

" DHTjoin req: this equates to the join request packet, which is forwarded to the nearest 

super peer. 

" DHTack: this corresponds to an acknowledgement message required to acknowl- 

edge other signalling packets such as DHTget, DHTynt, DHTsy�c, DHTls_,, y, DHTpi�g, 

DHTcIsff_ , con and DHTprox_sync. 

The rest of the signalling messages are described in the next example. In Fig. 4.1 we show 

a mobility example scenario where a peer P1 is moving from Cl to C2. The box at the top 

of the figure represents a top down overview of the network, containing two clusters Cl 

and C2. The dashed lines around these clusters represent the broadcast radius of the super 
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the described DHT architecture. 
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peers for each cluster SPl and SP2 respectively. Each step of the diagram is explained in 

detail below: 

1. Peer Pl moves out of transmission range of super peer SP, and subsequently into 

transmission range of super peer SP2, therefore receiving the DHTcjstr_beacon packet 

from said super peer and gaining knowledge of its presence. 

2. Pl then compares SPIRTT (Round Trip Time) with SP2RTT over a period of 3"t con 
to confirm the results with the realisation SP2RTT < SPIRTT. Pl therefore sends a 

DHT, 
_, eq packet to SP2 to ascertain whether there is space in the cluster for the 

peer to join (as previously stated clusters must be within size loge N with a variance 

of +2 peers in order to maintain an equally distributed ID space). 

3. SP2 sends Pl a DHTmove_, ep packet stating if there is indeed room in the cluster and if 

so, sends a new ID prefix for peer Pt and also the IPs of P1's new closest predecessor 

(closest peer ID lower than P1) and successor (closest peer ID higher than P1) in the 

cluster. 

4. If there is space for Pi to join the cluster C2, it then sends a DHTpa, t packet to its 

previous super peer SP1 notifying it that Pl is leaving the cluster and subsequently 

removes all previous nodes from its leafset. 

5. Upon SPl receiving the DHTpan packet, it first sends a DHTb,. 4, i packet to Pl's 

previous leafset peers notifying them that Pl has left the cluster, they subsequently 

remove the peer from all of their DHT routing tables as does SPl. 

6. Pl then sends a DHTis , gyp packet to its predecessor and successor nodes, they add 

the node to their leafset and reply to Pl with the leafset peers which fall within Pl's 

leafset. 

7. The leafset nodes of peer P1 learn of his existence through the leafset update function 

which runs every ti, period and chooses a random existing leafset peer to sync with. 
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8. The leafset peers of PI run the DHTsy�C data synchronisation function every tsy�c 

interval randomly choosing a leafset peer to synchronise data values for which both 

the peers are responsible. In this way peer Pl will receive all of the data values it is 

responsible for. 

9. Peer P2 of cluster C1 submits a DHTget_, eq to its super peer SP1 whom then compares 

the ID lookup stored in the request with the IDs of all of the other super peers in the 

overlay which it knows of. 

10. SPl then forwards the request to the super peer with the closest peer ID to that of the 

ID stored in the request which in this case is SP2. 

11. SP2 receives the DHTget_req and forwards it to the peer within the cluster with the 

closest peer ID to the ID stored in the request which is P1. 

12. Peer Pl receives the request and sends the data stored under the specified ID directly 

back to P2 using its IP address. 

4.2 Security for ROBUST 

Within the context of ROBUST, different types of signalling messages have to be exchanged 

amongst peers during the networks' lifetime as we discussed in the previous section. Thus 

potential attackers could find a way to exploit security vulnerabilities which appear due to 

the transmission of these messages. 

To give a clear picture of how harmful the existence of malicious peers against the 

ROBUST DHT could be, we derive the maximum length 1 of an overlay (logical) route in 

hops between a source and a destination peer. This equals log C+2 where C is the number 

of clusters in the overlay network. Further, C=l which is the maximum length of an 

overlay route equals 

I= log N- log(log N) + 2. 
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Figure 4.2: The probability of a route to be secure as a function of the overlay peers based 
on the likelihood for a peer to be malicious. 

Assuming that the probability of a peer to be malicious is m, the probability to have a secure 

route namely a route that consists only of legitimate peers equals 

Psecure_route = (1 - yn)logN-log(logN)+2 

From this we can derive that the impact of the attacker is severe even for a small fraction of 

malicious peers. In Fig. 4.2 we have illustrated the likelihood of a secure route for different 

network sizes. We notice that for higher number of nodes, in the overlay, there is a lower 

probability for a route to be secure. 

To cope with external adversaries the ROBUST DHT needs to be extended in a way 

that peers will exchange cryptographic material, In the following we describe how peers 

as well as super peers exchange cryptographic pairwise symmetric keys. These keys will 

then be used to encrypt ROBUST signalling information in a pairwise manner. This means 

that each pair of peers, including super peers, will use a specific symmetric key to encrypt 

the signalling information. We assume that in the beginning of the network's life, a global 

128-bit symmetric Advanced Encrypted Standard (AES) pre-shared key called a network wide 
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key (K�wk) has been installed in all the devices of the mobile peers. Similarly groups of users 

who wish to share data securely can use such a pre-shared key much like common security 

encryption standards use today for example the IEEE 802.11i pre-shared key mode (PSK). 

The use of K�wk defends a MANET against man-in-middle attacks during the exchange of 

the peers' pairwise symmetric keys. As we have mentioned the use of symmetric rather than 

asymmetric cryptography is due to asymmetric cryptographic algorithms being slower 

than symmetric algorithms as well as they introduce higher energy cost [3]. 

On the other hand, the reason why we do not use the Knwk for the duration of the 

network's lifetime is due to the ample opportunities for cryptanalysers to retrieve the key 

material. By exchanging pairwise symmetric keys and refreshing at a certain interval we 

minimise the risk of successful cryptanalysis activities whilst we prevent compromised 

peers from reading information exchanged between other peers. We assume that there is a 

very limited possibility for a peer to be compromised before the exchange of the pairwise 

symmetric keys. The security extensions for the ROBUST signalling messages between two 

peers Pi and Pi consist of three main phases as described in the following: 

. key exchange phase: during this phase ROBUST peers exchange their pairwise 128-bit 

AES symmetric key Kpk with their leafset peers and their super peers by sending a 

DHTkey_exch. To this end, peers use the K�wk to encrypt the DHTkey_exch as well as the 

ROBUST packet header; 

" key refresh phase: the task of this phase is for any given peer to generate new key 

material and exchange it with their leafset peers and super peer by sending them a 

DHTkey_refr every t yre fr seconds. For the encryption and transmission of the new 

keys, peers use the previous established symmetric keys Kpwk; 

" proximity synchronisation phase: during this phase peers move closer to a new super 

peer SP' and consequently should move to the new cluster by adopting a new ID in 

the DHT space. In this case, peers must use the K�uk to send their symmetric keys to 

their new leafset peers in addition to the new super peer. Therefore before they join 
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Figure 4.3: The 2-way handshake between two peers which are exchanging a pairwise 
symmetric key K, ,A 

during the key exchange or proximity synchronisation phase. 
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Figure 4.4: The 2-way handshake between two peers which are exchanging a pairwise 
symmetric key KE, =�k during the key refresh phase. 

the new cluster they send a DHTp, �t packet to all of their previous leafset peers and 

super peer. 

All phases consist of a 2-way handshake between two peers as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 and 

4.4. It is worth stressing here the following: 

" Since the security extension algorithm is distributed, there is a possibility for both 

peers that participate in a handshake to send their Kvu, k to each other at almost exactly 

the same time consequently having two different KFA at the end of the handshake. To 

avoid this issue, we assume that both peers keep track of the exact time they send their 

Kpwk" For instance, if P, receives a KF, 
wk 

from P2 before it receives an acknowledgement 

for the previously sent K,, u, k, it will compare the send time of the received Kflwk, t', with 

the time they sent the K1,,,, k, t, to the target node. If t< t' Pl will ignore the key Kp 
wk 

and use K1,,,, k for encryption with the target peer following suit; 
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" The 2 steps in the handshake combined with a round trip timer are adequate to 

guarantee that the sender of the Kp k will know that the other peer has received the 

{Kpwk1Km,, k (the notation (A}K means that A has been encrypted with the cryptographic 

key K), when it receives the acknowledgement in the second step of the handshake. If 

the sender of the Kpuk does not receive the aforesaid acknowledgement within the 

certain RTT (round trip time), it resends the key packet to the target peer assuming 

the original packet was dropped; 

" The purpose of the key refresh is to harden the ability of a compromised peer to 

reveal any pairwise key material and information from any encrypted signalling 

packets. This is based on the fact that a compromised peer would need to overhear 

the key exchange of the first pairwise key which is encrypted with the K�wk in addition 

to the subsequent keys thereafter making it extremely hard for an attacker even with 

the K�wk to decrypt refreshed K, �k messages; 

. To satisfy confidentiality for the different DHT signalling packets, as previously pre- 

sented, we use one of the Knwk, Kt depending on the type of the ROBUST packet. 

In Table 4.1, we summarise the different DHT signalling packets as well as the required keys 

per packet type regarding the different phases of the proposed security extensions. Authen- 

tication and integrity are both satisfied by ROBUST using Hash-based Message Authentication 

Code (HMAC). To this end, a hash function is applied to the ciphertext of the message using 

the proper symmetric key, depending on the DHT signalling packet type. The receiver of 

the signalling checks the message digest to verify the authenticity of the sender and to 

identify whether the message was altered compared to the one sent by the originator due 

to intermediate MANET nodes routing the packet. 

An assumption of this work is that the beacon packet used to advertise super peers' 

existence in order to estimate proximity to said super peer by a normal DHT peer must 

always be encrypted by the K�t�k due to its broadcast nature. Regarding the proximity 

synchronisation phase we assume that peers joining a cluster communicate the new pairwise 
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symmetric key for future transactions with their new super peer, as well as their new leafset 

peers. This is accomplished by using the K�wk, as the overhead required to use existing 

secure channels' is deemed to outweigh the risks. 

4.3 Simulation results 

In this section, we use simulations to verify the integrity of the proposed model and 

showcase the benefits of using our proposed solution. We next use an event based simu- 

lator, customised with our implementation of ROBUST protocol, to validate the proposed 

model and optimisation solution. We have developed a simulator module for the packet- 

level network simulator ns-2. The simulator incorporates all DHT packets and functions 

needed for a fully implemented DHT and the implementation is based on the ROBUST 

DHT clustered architecture with dynamic mobility considerations. In addition, the different 

phases of the security extensions are implemented fully in ns-2 and are utilised in order to 

route ROBUST packets. Further lower layers are also simulated in the ns-2 simulator and 

these characteristics are taken into account. The medium access control (MAC) layer pro- 

tocol implements the IEEE 802.11b distributed coordination function (DCF) with a four-way 

handshaking mechanism [94]. 

4.3.1 Network setup 

The setup of our network comprises of randomly distributed peers throughout an area of 

1km2. For smaller networks such as ten peers, the peers are considerably closer together in 

order to stay within transmission range of one another. Puts4 and Gets5 (data transmission 

and retrieval) are called in the DHT at a rate of one request per second. The number of 

peers simulated ranges from ten peers to seventy peers with increments of twenty peers. 

We specifically chose this amount of peers to represent smaller networks and also 
3Going through their previous super peer SP for which both the joining peer and the SP have established 

pairwise symmetric keys. 
4Refers to DHTn,,, 

_, ry 5Refers to DHTR., 
_. 
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investigate the scalability of the aforementioned approaches. During tests we found the 

threshold 90ms to be sufficient to allow peers to change cluster when SN RTT is less than 

SN'RTT + 90ms. The threshold is needed so that peers do not move cluster when even a 

small delay increase is experienced. In addition to the threshold we have also implemented 

the algorithm to always take the best RTT for the current super peer SN and the worst RTT 

for the new super peer SN' over three subsequent RTTs. This ensures that we can guarantee 

the super peer SN' to have a better Round Trip Time (RTT) than SN for a total duration of 

3tbeacon. All simulations were run for a total of 1000 seconds simulation time. This was 

chosen in order for the DHT and network to stabilise. 

In the simulation experimentations regarding the ROBUST DHT we assume static super 

peers. One of the limitations of our simulations are the fact churn6 is not simulated per- 

se. This is due to the fact we have decided to only simulate mobility chum as adding churn 

would detract from the goal of investigating these results. We consider two main different 

scenarios in our simulations; one without security extensions (pure ROBUST) and one 

with security additions for signalling (secure ROBUST). The values for the intervals of the 

different DHT functions are based on those used in OpenDHT [95]. The list of simulation 

parameters can be seen in Table 4.2. 

The process of packet initialisation to its definitive end is described below: 

. Packets are originated from the ROBUST protocol itself and then passed to the RO- 

BUST sent agent which maintains connections and keeps track of packets RTTs using 

pings; 

" Subsequently when a RTT expires after a packet is sent the packet is resent since it is 

assumed that it has been dropped; 

" The sent agent also keeps track of the packet sequence numbers so then the packet 

sent down the stack to the routing protocol (we have chosen OLSR [17]); 

6Node arrival and failure. 
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Table 4.1: List of required signalling robust packets and associated cryptographic keys. 

ROBUST 

signalling 

packet 

before key 

exchange phase 

after key exchange/ 
before or during 

refresh phase 

proximity 

synchronisation 

phase 

DHTget req Knuk Kpwk - 
DHTput 1eq Knwk Kpwk - 
DHTp1ng Knwk Kpwk - 
DHTbe,, con 

Knwk Knwk - 

DHTjoin_req Knwk Knwk - 

DHTQek Knwk Kpwk Kpwk 

DHTsync Dais 
Knwk Kpwk Kpwk 

DHTstr_keys Knwk Kpwk Kpwk 

DHTpullls Knwk Kpwk Kpwk 

DHTpush_ls Knwk Kpwk Kpwk 

DHTmoae_req - Kpwk 

DHTmovur_rep - - Kpu k 
DHTpart - - Kpwk 

DHTbroad-part - - Kpwk 
DHTkey 

exch 
Knwk 

- Knwk 

DHTkey_ e fº Knwk Kpwk - 
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" The latter then computes the best route to send the packet and forwards the packet 

over the intermediate peers of the MANET until it reaches the destination; 

" The destination node pushes the packet up the stack thus it is then received by the 

ROBUST agent which sends an acknowledgement packet back to the source node 

and computes any information/ data stored in the packet. 

iaoie 4. c Dimuianon parameters. 
Network size (number of peers) 10,30,50,70 
Number of clusters needed (C) 4,7,9,12 

Percentage of mobile peers 0%, 25%, 50% 
Area size 1000m x 1000m 

Data packet payload size 512 bytes 
MANET Routing protocol OLSR 

MAC layer 802.11b 
Link bandwidth 11Mbit/s 

Maximum transmission range 
Node moving speed 

Types of traffic 

Simulation time 
DHT data distribution 

DHT node ID distribution 

250m 

1m/sec 

UDP (All aforementioned 

DHT and security packets) 
1000 sec 
Random 
Random 

4.3.2 End-to-end DHT request delay 

The graph in Fig. 4.5 shows the cumulative distribution function of end-to-end DHTger_req 

request delay for 10-70 peers in a state with and without security when the network has no 

mobility (all peers are static). One can see from this figure that when there is no mobility, the 

delay experienced when getting data from the DHT is minimal as for 90% of all cases the 

end-to-end delay is less than 100ms. We can see that in almost all cases the security and 

non-security scenarios experience roughly the same delay (within a 5ms variance) except 
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Figure 4.5: The cumulative distribution function of the DHTget_req from transmission to 
completion of the request for the 8 scenarios where none of the peers are mobile. 

for 70 peers where the variance is extended to less than 20ms. The higher experienced delay 

here for 70 peers without security can be attributed to a slight variation of the distribution 

of peer and data IDs in the DHT, for example the data IDs are distributed more evenly 

in the non-security scenario creating more DHTsy�C packets and higher redundancy, at the 

cost of slightly higher delay. 

Fig. 4.6 demonstrates the cumulative distribution function of end-to-end DHTget_, 
eq 

request delay for 10-70 peers in a state with and without security when the network has 

25% mobility (25% of the peers are moving at lm/sec). As one would expect the delay in 

smaller networks (10-30 peers) is very small with 80% of the RTTs being less than 70ms 

due to no congestion, interference and the fact that peers hardly move out of a one-hop 

range. When the network size is increased to 50 peers where 13 peers are moving, we see 

slightly higher delay due to broken links causing packet retransmission and more packets 

being sent over the network increasing congestion (primarily DHTp, ox_sync packets when a 

node moves cluster). 

We see this evidently more for 70 peers (18 moving) where the delay increases greatly. The 
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Figure 4.6: The cumulative distribution function of the DHTget_req from transmission to 
completion of the request for the 8 scenarios with 25% of the peers mobile. 

results here show a clear indication that adding the security packets increases delay due to 

the time the peer has to wait to establish keys before transmitting data, however for 30 and 

50 peers this is less than 50ms, whereas for 70 peers this is increased to less than 600ms. The 

great difference here is due to a much higher rate of peers moving cluster causing higher 

delays due to packet loss and interference as confirmed in the paper [96]. Packet loss can 

cause very high delay times in get request RTT such as those experienced here due to 

the dropped packet timer implemented in ROBUST. Based on the OpenDHT implemen- 

tation [95] when a packet is sent and a round trip timer is started with an expiry time of 

the RTT of the last successfully transmitted packet to the specific target peer, if the timer 

expires the packet is retransmitted and the expiry time is doubled. Due to this the RTT can 

increase exponentially when experiencing particularly high packet loss. 

The graph Fig. 4.7 presents the results of the cumulative distribution function for end- 

to-end DHTgt_req request delay for 10-70 peers in a state with and without security when 

the network has 50% mobility (50% of the peers are moving at lm/sec). In keeping with 

the results for 25% mobility we can see that the smaller network sizes (10-30) experience 
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Figure 4.7: The cumulative distribution function of the DHTgef_, eq from transmission to 
completion of the request for the 8 scenarios with 50% of the peers mobile. 

less than 210ms delay for 80% of the requests, while this is significantly higher than the 

previous results, it is not unexpected due to the increasing volatility of the network. In this 

scenario the network with 50 peers has a sharp increase in the end-to-end delay compared 

with Fig. 4.6 due to the aforementioned factors, mainly resultant of peers moving more 

frequently. One can see again the overhead of security only marginally affecting the delay 

with a maximum difference with 70 peers of 300ms. 

One can see a sample of end-to-end delay for DHTget_req request delay for 50 peers with 

security extensions enabled in Fig. 4.8. Following the trend of the previous graphs we can 

clearly see that the delay for 50% of the mobile peers is much more varied than the other 

two scenarios. It is interesting to note that during the stabilisation period of 200 seconds 

we do not see high delay for any of the scenarios. However when the peers become mobile 

around 200 seconds the delay for a small percentage of the DHTgct_req requests increases 

rapidly. 
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Figure 4.8: The end-to-end DHTq,. r_, eq delay for 50 peers for the scenarios with 0%, 25% and 
50% of the peers mobile with security extensions enabled. 
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Figure 4.9: The number of peers who change cluster due to the DHTp, ox_sync function for 
the number of peers 10-70 for all the above mentioned scenarios. 
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Figure 4.10: The total packet overhead for the 6 mobility and security scenarios for each 
number of peers. 

4.3.3 Cluster roaming 

Fig. 4.9 displays the number of peers who change cluster due the DHTprox_Sync which 

compares the RTT of a new super peer with that of their current super peer. We can see a 

general trend here which shows that the peers without security change cluster more times 

than the peers with the security extensions enabled. If we compare this trend to what we 

see in Figs. 4.5-4.7 where the end-to-end delay for scenarios without security is lower, one 

can see that the DHT,,,,, x_, y�c reduces overall end-to-end delay due to greater proximity of 

the overlay peers to their physical network neighbours. 

4.3.4 Packet overhead 

Fig. 4.10 represents the total number of packets received during the networks lifetime 

during each scenario for a given number of peers. Here one can see that for each scenario 

the security extensions add a noticeable number of packets in the results, but still not 

enough to add any real difference in terms of congestion. It is interesting to note that for 

scenarios 10-50 peers the results are hardly distinguishable from each other. This shows 
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Figure 4.11: The packet overhead experienced due to security extensions for ROBUST for 
each of the different mobility levels and for all the number of peers. 

that the threshold for DHTp, ox_sync impacts more in the 70 peer network than all of the 

others due to higher RTT delay variance. 

Confirming the notion in Fig. 4.10, in Fig. 4.11 one can determine the actual real number 

of total security packets received during the networks lifetime to be negligible, with the 

maximum number of security packets received at 70 peers with 50% mobility as expected 

due to DHTprox_s ync. One can say with clarity that adding 3600 packets to a total over 

3x 105 would not produce any noticeable difference in network behaviour. On the contrary 

any resulting impact from the security would have to be delay wise, while waiting for a 

packet to arrive due to the congestion caused by the total number of packets. This is more 

noticeable with the security extensions as one has to wait for this procedure to complete 

before transmitting secure data. The results in Fig. 4.11 do not include duplicate packets 

sent, which might result in more overall packets being sent from the security function. 
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Figure 4.12: The cumulative packet loss experienced for each of the 6 mobility scenarios. 

4.3.5 Packet loss 

The results in Fig. 4.12 provide insight into the cumulative packet loss experienced during 

the networks lifetime for any given number of peers simulated for each mobility scenario 

with and without security. One can gather that while there is packet loss, it is not experi- 

enced on a large scale. While the general trend shows that the security scenarios have a 

slightly higher packet loss, when compared with the total number of packets received this 

amounts to less than I percent. This happens due to frequent route change multiple copies 

of a single packet can be received, this causes a lot of duplicate packets in the network and 

a phenomenon we experienced with a high impact when simulating 70 peers with high 

mobility due to congestion. 

4.4 Summary 

In this chapter we have extended the Reliable Overlay Based Utilisation of Services and Topol- 

ogy (ROBUST) peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay to encompass security extensions that provide 

confidentiality and integrity in order for all distributed hash table (DHT) transactions to be 
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authenticated and private between only those participating in the overlay and appear en- 

crypted to any intermediate MANET node. The proposed architecture and extensions have 

been simulated and evaluated in the packet-level simulator ns-2. The results show that 

while there is a slight difference in performance when applying the security extensions 

to the DHT, the impact of these extensions is negligible for the overwhelming majority 

of cases. It can be seen however that when increasing the number of peers so much as 

70, higher delays can occur when many peers are moving. We attribute this to a number 

of different phenomena which occur when mobility is introduced such as the transport 

issues highlighted in [97] where a high variance in RTT occurs when routes change of- 

ten, leading to underestimation of RTT for many packets causing unnecessary duplicates 

to be sent, further congesting the network and increasing delay. 
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Chapter 5 

Game Theoretic Defence Strategies to 

Improve Availability in MANETs 

"If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it ? ", Albert Einstein 

This chapter examines how to increase MANET availability in presence of intrusion de- 

tection systems, by proposing optimal defence MANET strategies. To achieve such a goal, 

we first propose the Game Theoretic MANET Routing (GTMR) protocol which has been de- 

signed based on a non-cooperative game theoretic model. GTMR maximises the utility of 

the MANET at the Nash Equilibrium (NE). Thorough performance evaluation results have 

been retrieved by developing GTMR in ns-2. We have compared this protocol with AODV, 

OLSR, AOMDV, by evaluating the average node lifetime, total routing overhead, average 

end-to-end packet delay and average intrusion detection energy cost per node. Such results 

also show that GTMR introduces affordable overhead therefore it can efficiently support 

QoS multimedia communications. Apart from this routing mechanism, this chapter pro- 

poses a non-cooperative game theoretic model to derive the optimal intrusion detection 

effort (monitoring probability) that must be spent by each MANET node in order to achieve 

the best balance between intrusion detection cost, for defending the MANET nodes, and 

detection accuracy therefore proposing an optimal defence MANET strategy. 
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5.1 Gaming security formalism 

Any MANET, that employs IDS techniques, has to guarantee availability of the network 

resources by keeping the MANET nodes alive and the intrusion detectors in use as long as 

possible. In this way, the whole security across the MANET is increased. In Section 5.2, we 

propose a novel routing protocol called Game Theoretic MANET Routing (GTMR) to address 

the above security challenges by minimising the energy spent for intrusion detection on 

each MANET route. Our work has been based on the non-cooperative, non-zero sum game 

(Model I) proposed in Section 5.1.1. 

In Section 5.1.2 we propose an optimal defence strategy for MANETs by deriving the 

intrusion detection MANET effort with respect to the energy costs incurred. Such effort 

is represented as a defending probability distribution which maximises the utility of the 

MANET at the Nash Equilibrium ()V6) of a non-cooperative security game between the 

MANET and a malicious coalition. Our work has been based on the non-cooperative, non- 

zero sum game (Model lt) proposed in this section. 

5.1.1 Model I 

In this section, we present the first game theoretic model, called Model I, which formu- 

lates a non-cooperative game between a MANET and a malicious coalition. The MANET 

defends either a route that is used to transmit data from a source to a destination or any 

other route, depending on the chosen strategy. On the other hand, the malicious coalition 

(MC) defends either the route which is used to send data or another route. Both MANET 

and MC might choose to abstain from the spending energy by defending or attacking, 

correspondingly. 

5.1.1.1 Game information 

As usually required in game theoretic applications similar to ours, such as [98], in the follow- 

ing we introduce the game information. We assume a non-cooperative game GGTMR = (Si U) 

as follows: 
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" Players: This game has two players namely; MANET and MC. 

" Strategy space: S= ISmaner, Smc } where: 

- Smanet =I dr,, do, dr_; } is the MANET's strategy space where the strategies are the 

following: 

* dr;: MANET defends a route i; 

* do: MANET does not defend; 

* dr_;: MANET defends any route other than i. 

- Smc = {ari, ao, ar_; } is the malicious' coalition strategy space where the strategies 

are the following: 

* ar,: MC attacks a route i; 

* ao: MC does not attack; 

* ar_,: MC attacks any route other than i. 

9 Cost: The following are the costs incurred for the players of the game: 

- MANET: 

* cost,,,,,,,,: is the damage incurred due to the loss of data or routing signalling 

on a route i mainly due to a successful attack. 

* costd,,,: represents the average cost per node of defending a route i against 

malicious parties. 

- Malicious coalition: 

* costa,,,: represents the energy cost of attacking r;. 

" Gain: We assume that each route possesses an amount of security asset denoted as 

V. This represents the gain obtained by protecting the MANET route which equals 

the loss of security when an attack is successful. Without loss of generality, we assume 

that all routes have equivalent security assets. 
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" Utility: We define the MANET's utility space as U11tft1ef and the malicious coalition's 

as U, �c, where the strategy pairs are the following 

then 

and 
umc(dr;, art) 

Umc = umc(do, ar1) 

umc(dr_;, ar; ) 

5.1.1.2 Utility values 

umanet(dr. ao) umanet(dri, ar-, ) 

Umanet(do, ao) umanet(do, ar-; ) 

umanet(dr-;, ao) umanet(dr_1, ar_) 

umc(dr1, ao) umc(drt, ar_; ) 

umc(do, ao) umc(do, ar_; ) 

umc(dr_;. ao) umc(dr_i, ar_e) 

In the following we define the different utility values for all the aforesaid strategy 

tuples. We have assumed that the MANET's intrusion detection rate equals rd and 

the mis-detection rate equals r, n. Therefore we have: 

- For (d,;, a,, ): 

i(d r;, ar, ), (dr,, ao), (d, 
1, ar_1), (do, ar; ), (d0, a0), (d0, ar_1), (dr_;, ar), (dr_;, ao), (dr_;, ar_)}. 

uºnane (d r,, are ) 

umanet = umanet(d0, arr) 

umanet(dr-t' a,, ) 

uman t(d,,, a,, ) = rdV - rmcost1 ,, r, - COStd, r,. When MANET defends r; it gains 

a proportion of the security asset V of the route defined by the intrusion 

detection rate (rdV). Also, it loses (i) costioss, ri for failing to defend the route 

with mis-detection rate rm and (ii) costar, for spending energy to defend this 

route. 

* umc(dr,, a,, ) = rmV - cosfa, r;. When MC attacks a route i, it gains a profit of 

rm V when MANET erroneously mis-detects an attack. Conversely, MC loses 

costa,,; due to the energy spent for attacking route i. 

- For (d,;, ao): 
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* u,,. n (d,;, ao) =V- costd,,,. When MANET defends r; and MC does not 

attack, MANET gains the security asset V of the route and it loses costd,,; 

which represents the energy spent defending this route. 

* umc(dr;, ao) = 0. When MC does not attack, it does not gain any profit. 

- For (d,,, a, _, 
): 

* u,. �n(d,,, a, _, 
) =V- COStd,, i. 

When MANET defends r; and MC defends any 

other route, MANET gains the whole security asset V of the route and it 

loses costd,,, which represents the energy spent defending this route. 

* umc(d,;, a, _, 
) = -COstg,, _1. 

When MC attacks a route r_; that MANET does not 

defend (this is a route that MANET does not use to transmit data) then there 

is not any gain for the attacker. The cost for such an attack equals -costa,, -;. 

- For (do, a,; ): 

*u net(do, a,; ) = -V. When MANET does not defend the route i which is 

being attacked by MC, then MANET loses the security asset V of this route. 

* umc(do, a,, ) =V- costa,,,. In the same case the MANET's loss is the MC's 

profit. Also, MC spends -costa,,, for attacking this route. 

- For (do, ao): 

* uma�n(do, ao) = V. Since both MANET and MC have no activity, MANET 

gains the security asset of route i. 

* umc(do, ao) = 0. In this case, MC does not have any profit. 

- For (do, a, _): 

* u,,, anet (do, a, _) = V. Here, although MANET does not defend ri, MC attacks 

a different route thereby MANET gains the whole security asset of route i. 

* umc(do, a, _, 
) = -costa, r_i. MC loses -COSta,, _; 

to attack the route r_;. 

- For (d, 
-,, 

a,, ): 

* Upfl nn(d, _;, a, ) = -V - costa,,.;. If MANET defends a route r_t while MC 
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attacks r;, then MANET loses the security asset V of route i as well as the 

energy spent defending the route r_; which is represented by COStd, r_;. 

* umc(d, _;, ar) =V- costa,,;. In this case, MC gains as profit the security asset 

of route i while it loses cost,,,,, to attack. 

- For (d, 
_;, ao): 

* Umann(d, _,, 
ao) =V- costd,, 

_.. 
In this case, the MANET gains the security asset 

of route i due to MC does not attack but it loses costd,,. 
_, 

to defend another 

route. 

* umc(d, _1, ao) = 0. 

- For (d, 
_,, a,, _, 

): 

* tlmann(d, _;, a, _) =V- costd,, 
_,. 

In this case, the MANET gains the whole 

security asset of the route i since MC attacks another route. MANET's loss 

equals costd,, _, 
due to defending a route different than r;. 

umc(d, _;, a, _) = -costa,, _;. 
MC does not gain any profit because it does not 

attack r;, which is the route used by MANET to transmit data, however it 

loses some energy represented by cost,,,, _,, 
to defend a route else than r;. 

The MANET and malicious coalition's payoff matrices are illustrated in Tables 5.1 

and 5.2, correspondingly. 

Table 5.1: MANET payoff matrix. 

S. t. aR ao ar_, 
dry rdV - r,,, costi,, ss, r, - COStd, rj V- COStd, ri V- COStd, r1 
do -V V V 

dr_i -V - COStd,, 
_1 

V- COStd, r_1 V- COStd, r_1 
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Table 5.2: Malicious coalition payoff matrix. 

S. t an a0 a! 
_i 

dr, Ym V- COSta,, j 
0 -COSta,, _1 

do V- COSta, r1 0 -COSta, r_, 

dr_I V- Costa, T1 0 -COSta, r_1 

5.1.1.3 Nash Equilibrium 

Existence 

We must first verify the existence of at least one NE in the GGTMR security game. From the 

previous section we can say that this game: 

" has a finite strategic form as illustrated in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, 

" has finite number of players (MANET, malicious coalition) and, 

9 has a finite number of pure strategies for each player, 

then it satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.8.1 thereby having at least one N. 

Derivation of Nash Equilibrium 

In game theory a zero-sum game highlights a situation in which a player's gain or loss is 

exactly balanced by the losses or gains of the other players. GGTMR is a non-zero sum game 

because from the payoff matrices 5.1 and 5.2 we observe that even if the malicious coalition 

does not attack, the MANET is defending. Therefore, the payoff of the MANET decreases 

while the payoff of the malicious coalition is steady. The above assumption contradicts 

with the zero-sum assumption which means that GGTMR is a non-zero sum game. 

In order to find the NE in a non-zero sum game we have to consider the concept of the 

dominant strategy. A strategy is called dominant when it is better than any other strategy 

for one player, no matter how that player's opponents could play. In terms of mathematics: 
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For any player i, a strategy s' E Si dominates another strategy sI E Si if V s_i E Si, ui(s", s_i) > 

ui(s , s_i). 

Table 5.3: Payoff matrix of the GGTMR. 

S. t. an ao ar_i 

dr, rdV - rmCOSti 
, r, 

- COStd, r, , TmV - COSta, r, 
V- COStd, r, ,0 

V- COStd, r, , -COSta, r_1 

do -V ,V- COSta, r, 
V, 0 V, -COSta, r_1 

dr_j -V - COStd, r_1 ,V- COSta,,. J 
V- COStd, r_r 10 

V- COStd, r_, , -COSta, r_1 

In the following we find the dominant strategy of the GGTMR. 

9 For the MANET: 

- When the malicious coalition plays a,;, d,; is the best MANET response due 

to u net(dr, ar) > max (u net(do, ar), umunet(dr_j, ar)) and this is interpreted as 

follows. When MC attacks the route i the MANET's best response is to defend 

such a route. 

- When the malicious coalition plays ao, do is the best MANET response due to 

u net(do, ao) > max (u,. net(dr; ao), umanet(dr_;, ao))" In other words, when MC does 

not attack the best MANET response is not to spend energy for defending. 

- When the malicious coalition plays a, 
_;, 

do is the best MANET response due 

to ! l,. net(do, ar_, ) > max (u net(dr;, ar_; ), umanet(dr_;, ar_1))" This shows that when 

MC does not attack the route r; which is used by MANET to propagate data 

from a source to a destination then the MANET does not gain any profit by 

defending. Thereby is more profitable for the MANET to play do. 

From the above, we see that there is not a dominant strategy for the MANET. 
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" For the malicious coalition: 

- When MANET plays d,;, u,,, c(dr;, ar; ) is the best response due to u,,, c(dr;, ar) > 

max (u,,, c(dr,, ao), umc(dri, a, _, 
)). The best response for MC, when MANET defends 

the route i is to attack such route so at least it gains rmV when the intrusion 

detection of the MANET do not detect any attack. 

- When MANET plays do, u, nc(do, ar) is the best response due to umc(do, ar; ) > 

max (un c(do, ao), uw(do, ar_, )). Namely, when the MANET does not defend, MC 

prefers to attack the route i to gain the entire security asset V of this route. 

- When MANET plays dr_;, umc(dr_,, ar) is the best response due to u, nc(dr_i, ar) > 

max (umc(dr-,, ao), umc(dr_,, ar_))" 

Thus, the dominant strategy for the attacker is to attack the route i. in that case, the best response 

for the MANET is to defend the route i. Therefore, the strategy pair (drj, ar; ) is the ME of 

GGTMR. Table 5.3 represents the game's payoff matrix. This equilibrium indicates the stable 

status of the game and it will be used in Section 5.2 of this thesis to design our novel game 

theoretic routing protocol. In Table 5.4 we have summarised the notations that have been 

used in this section. 

5.1.2 Model II 

We use game theory to model non-cooperative security games between a MANET, which 

is defended by IDSs operating at each node as well as a group of collaborative malicious 

nodes called malicious coalition (MC). 

5.1.2.1 Game information 

In the following we assume a non-cooperative game GsG = (S, U) and we discuss the game 

information as usually required when we examine problems similar to ours. 

9 Players: This game has two players namely; MANET and MC 
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Table 5.4: Notations of Model I. 

GC. TMR GTMR game 
S set of strategies of both MANET and MC 
S,,,,,,,, set of MANET strategies 
S�K set of MC strategies 
r, a MANET route i 
d,, MANET defends a route i 
da MANET does not defend 
d, 

_, 
MANET defends any route other than i 

a,, attackers' coalition attacks a route i 
ao MC does not attack 
a, _, 

MC attacks any route other than i 
cost,. � the damage incurred on a route i due to a successful attack 
costa,,, average energy per node for defending ri 
costa, -, 

average energy per node for defending any route other than i 
costa,,, energy cost of attacking ri 
Cost,,, energy cost of attacking any route other than i 
V security asset of a MANET route 
Ummet MANET's utility 
U,,,, MC's utility 
u��,,,, (d,,, a, ) MANET's utility when MANET plays d,; and MC plays a, i 
u,,,, (d,,, a,, ) MC's utility when MANET plays d, 1 and MC plays a,, 
rd attack detection rate 
r,,, misdetection rate 
rf false alarm detection rate 

" Strategy space: S=I Sma�n, Smc} where: 

- S, ,,,, = {d, nd) is the MANET's strategy space where the strategies are the 

following: 

* d: MANET is defending; 

* nd: MANET does not defend. 

- S,,,, = {a, na) is the MC's strategy space where the strategies are the following: 

a: MC is attacking the MANET; 

* na: MC does not attack. 

9 Cost: The following are the costs incurred for the players of the game: 

- MANET: 

costa: represents the energy cost of intrusion detection when MANET de- 

fends; 
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* cost f: represents the energy cost of a false alarm, for instance energy spent 

reacting due to a falsely detected attack. 

- MC: 

* costa: represents the energy cost of attacking the MANET. 

" Gain: We assume that each node possesses an amount of security asset. 0<V,,, <1 

indicates the loss of security when an attack against a node n; EN is successful, where 

N is the set of MANET nodes. For simplicity reasons we assume that V,,, = V�, = 
V, V i, jEN. This represents the gain obtained by protecting this MANET node which 

equals the loss of security when an attack is successful. Without loss of generality, we 

assume that all nodes have equivalent security assets. It is worth mentioning that 

since the attacker aims at gaining some utility he expects that cost, <V otherwise he 

is not motivated to attack the MANET. 

" Utility: We define the MANET's utility space as Umanet and the MC's as Umc, thereby 

the utility space equals Us =f Um, �et, Umc}, where the strategy pairs are the following 

{(d, a), (d, na), (nd, a), (nd, na)}. 

then 
umanet(d, a) umanet(d, na) 

umanet(nd. a) umanet(nd. na) 

and 
umc(d, a) umc(d, na) 

Umc = 
umc(nd, a) ume(nd, na) 

5.1.2.2 Different cases 

The goal of the MC is to attack the MANET without being detected whereas that of the 

MANET is to detect any malicious behaviour. Since there is no cooperation between the 

two players, the discussed game is characterised as a non-cooperative game. When an attack 
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is indeed in progress one of the following cases may occur: 

" the MANET has not detected the attack due to IDSs' limitations. This might happen 

for instance in cases where the IDS software has not been updated with a known or 

a new attack or the IDS capabilities are limited; 

" the MANET has not recognised the attack due to malfunction; 

" the MANET has recognised the attack and triggers an alarm. 

In all the above cases the mis-detection rate equals (1 - rd) where rd is the attack detection 

rate. On the other hand, when there is no attack in progress the MANET might produce a 

false alarm due to malfunctioning or the attack detection mechanism has falsely concluded 

that an attack was in progress. 

5.1.2.3 Utility values 

In the following we define the different utility values for all the aforesaid strategy tuples. We 

have assumed that the MANET's intrusion detection rate equals rd and rf is the false alarm 

rate. Therefore we have: 

" For (d, a): 

- uma�ct(d, a) = rdV -r fcost fV - costd V. In this case the MANET defends and it gains 

the proportion of the security asset of the node that it defends which is indicated 

by the detection rate value. At the same time, MANET loses some proportions 

of this asset due to false alarms occurred (r fcost f) and the cost (for instance in 

terms of energy consumption) for defending this node. 

- tu,,,, (d, a) = (1 - rd)V - cost, V. In this case the MANET defends a node thus MC 

receives gain equal to the proportion of the node's security asset that is indicated 

by the misdirection rate. On the other hand, MC loses some energy to launch an 

attack against such node. 

" For (d, na): 
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- u,,, a�et(d, na) =V-r fcost fV -costdV. The profit of the MANET is almost the same 

with the previous case apart from the fact that the entire value of the node asset 

is gained due to the absence of malicious activities. 

- u, �c(d, na) = 0. Since MC does not attack its utility equals zero. 

9 For (nd, a): 

- u,,,, net(d, a) = -V. Since the MANET does not defend, it loses the entire node 

asset. 

- umc(d, a) =V- COStaV. Since there is no MANET defence in place, MC gains the 

entire node security asset minus the energy that loses to attack such a node. 

" For (nd, na): 

- umanet(d, a) = V. As there is no attack against the MANET, the entire node secu- 

rity asset is preserved while there is not any loss since MANET abstains from 

defending. 

- umc(d, a) = 0. MC does not earn any profit by not attacking. 

In Table 5.5 we show the utility functions of the MANET and the MC for the different 

strategy tuples; 

Table 5.5: Security game's payoff matrix 

strategy a na 
d rdV -r fcost fV - costdV V-r fcost fV - costdV, 

(1 - rd)V - costaV 0 

nd -V, V 
V- costaV 0 

We define Pd = (pd, n,, pd, nz' "' . pd,.. ) as the probability distribution over N of MANET 

defending nodes 1, """, n and PQ = (pq,,,,, pa, n2, """, pa, n�) as the probability distribution 
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over N of MC attacking nodes 1, """, n. These satisfy the following constraints 

E 
pd, n; : 

Pd, E 
Pa, n; 5 Pa. (5.1) 

n; eN n, EN 

Therefore, the utility values of the two players could be represented as follows: 

Umanet(t'd, Pa) =E Pd, n; Pa, n; (rdV -r fcost fV - costdV) 
n; EN 

+ 
E, 

Pd, n, 
(1 - Pa, n; )(V -r jcost fV - costdV) + (1- Pd, n; )Pa, n, (-V) 

n, EN n; EN (5.2) 

+E (I - Pd, n)(1 - Pa, n; )V = ... 
n; ¬N 

_E IVlpd. n, [Pa"n, (1 + rd) -r fcost f- costa] - 2pa, n; l 
n; EN 

Unic(Pd, Pa) E 
Pd, n; Pa, n; ((1 - rd)V - COStaV) 

n; EN 

+A Pd, n; (1 - Pa, n) "0+E (1 - Pd, n; )Pa. n; (V - COStaV) 
n; EN n; EN (5.3) 

+ E(1- Pd, n; )(1- pa, n; ) .0=... 
njEN 

_ 
F. Vpa, 

n, 
(1 - COSta - pd, n; rd) 

n; EN 

5.1.2.4 Nash Equilibrium 

Existence 

Before we derive the NE solution of the USG, (PP, PP ), we must verify the existence of 

at least one NE. Recall that a strategy pure when a player chooses to take one action 

with probability 1. Mixed strategy is a strategy which chooses randomly between possible 

moves. In other words, this strategy is a probability distribution over all the possible pure 

strategy profiles. Since GSG 

9 has a finite strategic form highlighted in Table 5.5, 
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" has finite number of players (MANET, MC), and 

" has a finite number of pure strategies for each player: two for the MANET1 and two 

for any MC2. 

This satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.8.1. Thus, it has at least one NE. 

Derivation of Nash Equilibrium 

In the following we derive the NE point of Gsg. In this way, we find the strategies of both the 

MANET and MC at the NE which is the solution (Pd, P, *, ) of the GSG, where Pd = (pd, """, pd) 

n 

and Pp = (p, *,, ... , p, *). 

n 

Lemma 5.1.1 At NE, MC attacks any MANET node with the same likelihood thereby the proba- 

bility of the malicious coalition to attack any node equals pä where 

Pä = Pa, n; = Pan; V i, jENs. t. pd 
n., 

pd 
n, > 0. (5.4) 

and at the NE point, the MANET defends any node with the same likelihood p'd such as 

Pä = pan; = Pd. nj 
V i, jENS. t. PQ, ni, P��1 > 0. " (5.5) 

Proof : We will prove this lemma by using the contradiction method. The proof has been 

split in two part. We will first prove that Eq. (5.4) holds at NE. Then, we will prove that 

Eq. (5.5) holds at NE. 

Assuming that Eq. (5.2), (5.4) and (5.5) hold. We then have that 

0: 5 pp, nj(1 + rd) - rjcostf - COStd = pa*, ni(1 + rd) - rfCOStf -Costa 
(5.6) 

= pp(1 + rd) - rfcostf - contd. 

'defending, non-defending 
2attacking, non attacking 
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and for any nk ENs. t. pd nk =0 holds 

pQ n 
(1 + rd) - rfcostf - costd > pä nk(1 + rd) - rfcostf - costd. (5.7) 

If (Pd, P; ) is not a NE then at NE one of the following must hold: 

" pa n(1 + rd) -r fcost f- costa < 0. In this case the MANET has incentive to change its 

strategy by change its probability to defend, pd',,,, to zero to avoid gaining negative 

utility. This contradicts the definition of N8 presented in Section 2.8.3. 

" 0: 5 pp,,,. (1 + rd) -r fcost f- costd < pQ,,, (1 + rd) -r fcost f- contd. In this case the MANET 

has incentive to change its strategy by decreasing its probability to defend pÄ n, and 

increase pd,., as it gains higher utility when it defends node nj E N. This contradicts 

the definition of NE. 

.0 <- pQ, � 
(1 + rd) - r1cost f- COStd 5 pä �k(1 + rd) -r fcost f- contd. In this case the MANET 

has incentive to change its strategy by adding the defending probability pd n, 
to p'd nk 

and set pd 
n=0. 

This happens due to gaining higher utility when it defends the node 

nk E N. This contradicts the definition of N. 

Thus at NE Eq. (5.4) is true. 

From Eq. (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) we have that 

0<1- COSt# - p;,,,, rd =1- cost, - pd n, rd = 1- costa - pdrd. (5.8) 

and for any nk ENs. f. pa, �k =0 holds 

I- costa - pd n, rd -1- costa - pd nkrd. 
(5.9) 

If (P;, PQ) is not a NE then at NE one of the following must hold: 

"1- costa - p;,,, rd < 0. In that case MC chooses to change its probability to attack node 

n; to zero to avoid negative utility. This contradicts the definition of NE. 
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"051- Costa - p, rd <1- Costa - p"d, n, rd. In this case MC has incentive to change its 

strategy by decreasing its probability to attack node n; and increase pä,,,, as it gains 
higher utility when it defends node nj E N. This contradicts the definition of NE. 

"0 <- 1- costa - p; n_rd <1- costa - pa nkrd. 
In this case MC has incentive to change its 

strategy by adding the probability pÄ n, 
to attack node n; to p;,,,, and set pd n=0, 

due 

to MC gains higher utility by defending nk. This contradicts the definition of NE. 

Thus at NE Eq. (5.5) is true. u 

5.1.2.5 MANET defence strategy based on Model II 

In this section we derive the optimal MANET defence strategy in terms of intrusion detec- 

tion effort or else energy cost incurred due to intrusion detection across a MANET. Such 

strategy is represented by a probability distribution which indicates how much effort a 

MANET must put to defend each node. Parameters such as intrusion detection rate, at- 

tacking cost, defending cost, false alarm detection rate and false alarm cost affect this 

distribution probability. At NE the utility functions of the MANET (Eq. (5.2)) and the 

malicious coalition (Eq. (5.3)) become 

umanet(P*, Pa) = InIV[pä(pä(1 + rd) - r(cost f- costd] - 2pä], 

Umc(Pý, P. *) = Inl Vpä(1- costa - pärd). 

To find the stationary point (this is an input to a function where the derivative is zero) 

which maximises the utility functions of the MANET and the malicious coalition at NE we 

have the following' 

dpd =0 e-* NO + rd) - rfcostf - COStd 

« pQ = 
rfcostf + COStd 

l+rd 

3We use Leibniz's notation for the first derivative. 
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Table 5.6: Notations of Model II. 
G'; security game 
S set of strategies of both MANET and MC 
S, �,,,,. r set of MANET strategies 
S, �C set of MC strategies 
d MANET is defending 
nd MANET does not defend defending 
a MC is attacking the MANET 
na MC does not attack 
costa energy cost of intrusion detection when MANET defends 
cost f energy cost of a false alarm 
cost, energy cost of attacking the MANET 
V security asset of a MANET node 
U�w�C, MANET's utility 
U,, ( MC's utility 
U5c utility space of Gs 
u�, (d, a) MANET's utility when MANET plays d and MC plays a 
u-(d, a) MC's utility when MANET plays d and MC plays a 
rd attack detection rate 
rf false alarm detection rate 
N set of MANET nodes 
Ini total number of nodes 
n, a node i 
pd. ", probability to defend a node n; 
Pd. �, probability to attack a node n; 
Pa probability distribution over N of MANET defending nodes n1, """, n,, 
P. probability distribution over N of MC attacking nodes n1, """, n. 

aumc(P. P. ) , " =0a1-cost. -pdrd=0 

pd- 
1-costa 

rd 

At the NE point, both players (MANET and malicious coalition) reach a unique point 

(mod, pp) = ((pd, ... , p; ), (pp, """, ppa) where they do not consume all of their available 

nn 
energy. We notice that the malicious coalition does not have any profit at NE even if it 

decreases its attack cost. This happens because, in such a case, the MANET will increase 

its monitoring probability reducing the utility of the malicious coalition to zero. The profit 

of the malicious coalition can be measured as the degree of damage caused to the MANET 

when an attack is successfully launched. This occurs when an attack is not detected by the 

MANET due to IDS malfunction or IDS limited capabilities. 

The results about the probability distributions align with the fact that the legitimate 
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MANET nodes are equally important for the network's operation and the attacker realises 

that a successful attack against any MANET node will equally harm the network. 

5.1.2.6 Numerical results 

In this section, numerical results have been illustrated showing the MANET utility, at the 

NE, as a function of the packet size, the intrusion detection rate and the mobility. We have 

considered two different types of MANETs: a wireless personal area network (WPAN) and a 

tactical MANET (for example emergency, military). Both network types use the same air 

interface. The difference between these two types is that in the case of tactical MANETs 

we are interested in applying high level of security even if the energy consumption is high 

while for WPANs, we are more interested in saving energy rather than applying the same 

level of very high level of security. 

In Fig. 5.1, we illustrate the MANET utility loss at the NE point, in terms of mJoules, as 

a function of the packet size. The MANET utility loss depends on the energy spent for 

intrusion detection namely the MANET has to spend some energy resources to monitor 

the traffic within the network and recognise malicious activities. From Fig. 5.1 we notice 

that the higher the network size is, the higher the MANET utility loss is, for both network 

types. This was expected due to the MANET utility is the cumulative utility of all the 

MANET nodes. Thereby, higher number of nodes implies higher MANET utility loss for 

certain packet sizes. In the same figure, we also see that for a tactical MANET the utility loss 

is higher than for a WPAN due to the higher required security level. Furthermore, larger 

packet size introduces higher MANET utility loss due to higher energy consumption to 

apply intrusion detection algorithms. 

In Fig. 5.2 we have depicted the MANET utility loss against the intrusion detection 

rate which is an indicator of the MANET's intrusion detection capability. We observe that 

for increasing intrusion detection rate, the MANET utility loss is decreasing because more 

attacks are prevented thus more nodes are not damaged. We additionally see that the 

same trend is followed with the case of Fig. 5.1 regarding different types of networks and 
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Figure 5.1: The MANET utility loss at NE against the packet size for different network 
types and sizes. 

different network sizes while in WPANs, the MANET utility loss is less than in tactical 

MANETs. In addition, a higher network size introduces higher MANET utility loss due to 

the participation of more devices in the intrusion detection. From Fig. 5.2 we also notice 

that in the case where the intrusion detection rate has very small value (for example 0.2) 

the MANET utility loss is significantly high (for example 600 units for 40 nodes tactical 

MANET) showing that intrusion detection rate strongly indicates the level of the MANET 

utility. 

Fig. 5.3 shows the MANET utility at NE for different node mobility levels indicated 

by different pause times. We notice that MANET utility loss increases when mobility 

increases. This happens due to higher number of link breakages caused by nodes movement 

outside the transmission range of each other. IDSs might assume that these packet errors 

are due to malicious activities (such as dropping due to a blackhole attack). Thus, energy is 

spent defending against a non-existing attack. On the other hand, low mobility makes the 

detection of an attack easier as IDSs can collect and analyse more information regarding a 

certain node which, due to the low mobility, stays within the range of its neighbours for 

longer period. 
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Figure 5.2: The MANET utility loss at NE against the intrusion detection rate for different 

network types and sizes. 
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Figure 5.3: The MANET utility loss at NE as a function of the nodes' mobility level for 
different network types and sizes. 
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The results show that for all the different network sizes the average change in the 

MANET utility is the same for all the different parameters. This can be explained as 

intrusion detection takes place locally or else within the same neighbourhood. This implies 

that even for higher network size the improvement or detriment of the MANET utility 

function due to varying parameters such as packet size, mobility and intrusion detection 

rate is almost the same. For incremental detection rate (for example 20,40,60,80,100%) 

the MANET utility is improved, in average, by 30%. This implies that when the quality of 

the IDSs (in terms of hardware or software) is improved thereby detecting more malicious 

activities, the increment in the MANET utility is significant. For incremental mobility 

the detriment of the utility is approximately 23% whilst for incremental packet size the 

corresponding detriment approximately equals 30%. This signifies that the changes in 

mobility and packet size during the network's lifetime do not equally affect the MANET 

utility. 

The high impact of the packet size indicates that applications must be carefully chosen 

to support nodes' communication in a tactical MANET. On the other hand, the smaller 

value of utility's detriment in the case of changing mobility shows that intrusion detection 

will afford any gradual changes in the pause time of the MANET nodes or higher level of 

nodes' speed. 

It is worth mentioning that, we were anticipating the negative U,,,. /1et(Pd, PQ)'s value 

at the NE point due to the energy spent by the IDSs. In addition, we see that spending 

more energy resources (in the case of incremental costa) causes degradation of the MANET 

utility. Also, to reduce the damage caused by attacks, MANET has to improve its intrusion 

detection performance by increasing the intrusion detection rate. 

To summarise, U,,,,,,, n(P,, Pq) increases in the following cases: 

" the detection rate increases; 

" the false alarm detection decreases; 

" the intrusion detection cost decreases and; 
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" the false alarm cost decreases. 

5.2 GTMR -A game theoretic approach to reduce the overall in- 

trusion detection cost in MANETs 

In this section we describe our novel routing protocol, entitled Game Theoretic MANET 

Routing (GTMR) which reduces the total energy spent for intrusion detection, to defend 

MANET routes, based on Model I described in Section 5.1.1. This protocol decides upon 

routes to extend the network's lifetime, alleviate network segmentation (for example the 

situation where some nodes have "died" and there are no paths from source to destina- 

tion) and improve availability by increasing the lifetime of the IDSs operated by MANET 

nodes. GTMR is an extension of our solution published in [13] with the following main 

differences: 

" we extend the utility function of the MANET, the cost of defending a route and the 

cost of attacking a route; 

" to calculate the MANET utility we take into account the intrusion detection and 

misdirection rates rd and rm; 

" we add the da strategy which is the case that MANET does not defend in order to 

reserve battery power; 

" we conduct more simulations to evaluate several parameters related to the availability 

of MANET resources; 

" we undertake comparisons with Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) [4], Ad hoc 

On-demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) [20] and Optimized Link State Routing 

(OLSR) [17] protocols. 

In the rest of this section we describe the GTMR functionalities and packet formats. Then, we 

present the simulation results which show that GTMR: 
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9 enables more energy efficient host-based intrusion detection than conventional rout- 

ing protocols increasing the MANET security level by extending the availability of 

the network resources, 

" supports longer network-wide intrusion detection, 

9 respects the Quality-of-Service (QoS) of delay sensitive data. 

5.2.1 Cost analysis 

We define the metric of density for a node nk as onk. This symbolises the node density 

within the transmission range of nk. The cost, s,,, of the route i can be expressed as the 

energy cost of retransmitting a piece of data due to a route error caused by an attack. This 

cost multiplied by the misdirection rate rm equals 

rmV 
rmcostim, r, = El .. ßnk" (5.10) Inrjl 

nkenri 

The value of cost),,,,; changes as a function of the density of the MANET nodes that 

constitute the route i. We define the metric of density for each node nk as follows: 

TRnk n) 
Unk =A Ineighnkl. (5.11 

and substituting in Eq. (5.12) we have that 

rt 1 
COStl , ri =Any TRfl Ineighfl IEjOSS. (5.12) 

r, 
l 

nkEn, 
i 

Assuming that all nodes in the MANET have equal transmission range, TR from (5.12) we 

have that 

costIo,,; _ 
'E Inº; I 

1 
TR IneighnklEloss 

`9 Inr, l 
nkenr, 

(5.13) 
= 

ÄTR 1: I nelghnk I E, 
Q$9 

nkEnrj 
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More precisely, the cost of defending a route i against a malicious node is the cost of op- 

erating the IDS in the nodes which constitute this route as well as in their one-hop neigh- 

bours. The latter are overhearing the transmissions within their transmission range due 

to they are operating in promiscuous mode participating in the intrusion detection. More 

details about the energy costs operating in the promiscuous mode can be found in [99]. 

The value of costa,,, represents the average cost per node of defending a route i against 

malicious nodes. This value depends on the values of Ineigh�kj V nk E nr; and n, and it is 

given by the next formula 

COStd, r, = (E Inei$hnkl + Inr; I)Eid,. (5.14) 
nkenri 

When a packet is forwarded through a route which has higher costa,,, value than another 

route, the cost of defending the former route is higher due to the participation of more 

intrusion detection nodes. One skilled in the art could suppose that costd, r, depends on the 

degree of importance of each route, too. However, for reasons of simplicity and without 

loss of generality, we suppose that all the routes have equivalent degree of importance. 

5.2.2 Design challenges 

Depending on which route is selected to enable communication between a source and 

a destination node there is a different number of nodes which carry out the intrusion 

detection activities. In that case, if the same routes are constantly used, due to for instance 

their high QoS provision or other routing parameters, there is a high risk for the detection 

nodes which monitor this route to spend their residual energy faster than in the case where 

a more distributed assignment of intrusion detection would be in place. As a result, the 

MANET will be "unprotected" for a longer period of time as well as network fragmentation 

might occur. 

The challenge is to design and develop a routing protocol which will respect the energy 

spent due to intrusion detection along a MANET route. In the following we describe how 
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GTMR addresses this challenge by maximising the utility of the MANET at the NE of 

the non-cooperative game proposed in Model I. GTMR therefore increases the MANET 

security by extending the lifetime of the intrusion detectors and prolong the availability of 

the network resources. 

5.2.2.1 AODV extensions 

GTMR has been designed by adding some functionalities to AODV as described next. One 

of the main characteristics of AODV is that the selection of a route is mainly based on the 

number of hops from ns to np as well as the RREP receiving time. The energy spent for 

intrusion detection is not taken into account upon route selection. GTMR addresses such a 
deficiency by: 

" changing the routing packets' format (both RREQ and RREP) to take into account the 

number of neighbours of each node (these act as intrusion detectors); 

" extending the routing table to store the utility per route derived by Model I, 

" updating the reverse route, whenever a RREQ is received, with the one which has 

the highest utility value, 

" updating the forward route, whenever a RREP is received, with the one which has 

the highest utility value. 

In a nutshell, our methodology extends both RREQ and RREP messages in AODV, and 

proposes a new MANET routing decision algorithm. by choosing the route with the highest 

utility according to GGTMR. Such route improves MANET security by increasing the IDSs 

lifetime and the availability of the network resources by taking into account the energy 

consumption, due to intrusion detection, on a route. 

5.2.2.2 Functionality 

We assume that a requester node ns wants to find a route to a destination node np. If there 

no such a route cached then ns broadcasts a RREQ which includes a critical field to hold the 
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sum of the number of neighbours, of all nodes on route i, that have sent or forwarded this 

RREQ. This value equals 
E Ineigh,. J. 

nkEn, j 

The node which receives a RREQ caches in its routing table the critical value and based 

on that, it constructs the reverse route back to the source of the RREQ. The destination node 

no or an intermediate node which has a route to no sends a RREP using the reverse path 

towards ns. This RREP has the same format as in AODV but it also includes the critical 

field Ineighnj where ri is the forward route. The forward and reverse routes' refresh 
n&En. i 

happens periodically in certain timeouts defined by AODV in [4]. 

The critical field equals the number of intrusion detection nodes thereby, when the source 

node ns of a RREQ receives a GTMR RREP packet, it will be aware of the cumulative number 

of detection nodes along a route towards nD. 

5.2.2.3 Packets' format 

In the following we present the RREQ and RREP packet formats in the GTMR protocol: 

GTMR RREQ 

(Type, """, Hop Count, RREP ID, Destination IP Address, Destination Sequence Number, Origi- 

nator IP Address, Originator Sequence Number, E Ineighnkl ). 
nkEn,, 

GTMR RREP 

('type, ""., Hop Count, RREQ ID, Destination IP Address, Destination Sequence Number, Orig- 

inator IP Address, Originator Sequence Number, Lifetime, f Ineighnkl). 
nkEn, 1 

Thereafter, the construction of a requested forward route towards a nD, allows ns to decide 

which route will be used to transmit its data. The final goal is to maximise the utility value 

UmaneI, = rdV - rmcostj ,,, - costd, r, of the MANET at the N. 

5.2.2.4 Route utility 

Without loss of generality, we assume that the detection and false alarm rates of all the 

intrusion detectors are equivalent across the MANET, therefore the challenge is to find the 
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route which optimally minimises the values of costJoss, r; and costd, r1. To this end, we first 

define the following utility function for each route i as 

I 
Uri _ 

Ineigh�kl + In,; I (5.15) 

nken,; 

GTMR aims at choosing the route with the highest utility, called RGTMR. 

A set of routes from ns to no is defined as 

Rn5n0 = {r1, r2, " .., rIR�s�0I}, 

and it is constructed using all the received RREPs. These indicate all the forward routes 

that the routing protocol finds from ns to nD, let them be 

ri, r2, ... , 
rnsnpý 

with utility values 
Ull 

I 
Ur2f UrnSnD 

We define RGTMR as the route with the highest utility thus 

RGTMR =: Irx E Rnsno : urx >_ Uri, V ri E Rnsnp - rx}. (5.16) 

It is worth stressing here that the source of a RREQ does not wait until it receives all the 

possible routes to a destination to find GTMR, OUfe but it starts using the first route that 

it retrieves from the first RREP. Thereafter, each time a RREP is received ns must check 

GTMR,, t,, must be updated with the route associated to this RREP. This substitutions 

happens when the latter has higher utility than the currently in use route. 

The algorithms (3) and (4) describe the main functionalities of the GTMR protocol as 

they have been described in this section. 
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Table 5.7: Notations of GTMR. 

rd attack detection rate 
r� misdetection rate 
nk node k 
a�, density for a node nk 
costb,,,, the damage incurred on a route i due to a successful attack 
V security asset of a MANET route 
n,, set of nodes on r; 
t,, l number of nodes that ri traverses 
E, o� average energy loss due to a successful attack 
TR., transmission range of nk 
neigh,,, set of one-hop neighbours of nk 
neigh�, I number of nk's 
A geographical MANET size 
TR transmission range 
COStd,, average energy per node for defending r, 
E. nodal average energy spent for intrusion detection 
ns source node 
"I, destination node 
u��, w, 11 the utility of the MANET at the NE 
r, a MANET route i 
u,, utility value of r, 
R.,,,,, set of routes from n5 to nD 
IR 5�r, l number of routes from ns to no 
UR�$, 

(, set of utility values of routes belong to R�s�p 
RcrMK the route with the highest utility, chosen by GTMR 

5.2.3 Simulation results 

In this section, we use simulations to verify the integrity of the proposed model and show- 

case the benefits of using our proposed solution. We have used an event based simulator, for 

the packet-level network simulator ns-2, customised with our implementation of GTMR 

protocol, to validate the proposed model and optimisation solution. The simulator incor- 

porates all the energy parameters needed for evaluating the efficiency of different protocols 

in terms of energy cost, space and time overhead. The implementation takes into account 

variable number of nodes and dynamic mobility scenarios. Further lower layers are also 

simulated in the ns-2 simulator to achieve more realistic simulation results. 

We have focused our simulation studies on the improvement of the energy across the 

MANET when IDSs are used and we have also examined the impact of GTMR in terms 

of QoS. Table 5.8 summarises the parameters of our simulation studies. In this table the 

different energy values have been retrieved from the manufacturers specifications of the 

Dell DW 1520 WLAN 802.11n half mini-card. 
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Algorithm 3 Request a route to a destination 
1: ns seeks for a route to a destination node nD by broadcasting a RREQ�o 
2: if a node nA receives a RREQ�o then 
3: nA caches the reverse route (including the critical field) in its routing table 
4: if nA * ? iv then 
5: if nA does not have a route to np then 
6: nA broadcasts the RREQ�o 
7: else 
8: PrA sends a RREP�0 to ns using the reverse route 
9: end if 

10: else 
11: nA is the destination node no 
12: no sends a RREP�, to ns using the reverse route 
13: end if 
14: end if 

Algorithm 4 Selecting the GTMR route 
1: ns receives a RREP,, which includes a route i to the destination 
2: if ns does not have any other forward active route then 
3: ns sets the RGTMR := ri 

4: n5 sends data to no using the RGTMR 
5: else 
6: ns compares r; with RcTMR 
7: if u,, < URc; tMk then 
8: ns keeps using the current RGTMR 
9: else 

10: ns sets the RGTMR : ri 
11: end if 

12: end if 

We have conducted extensive simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of GTMR and 

compare them with other MANET routing protocols such as AODV, AOMDV and OLSR. In 

these simulations, nodes are randomly deployed inside a rectangular area of 1000m x 

I 000m, and each mobile node moves according to the random waypoint model [100], which 

can be characterised by the following two parameters: the minimum velocity and the 

maximum velocity. We use the following scenarios to investigate the effects of mobility 

[100]; min velocity 4.5 m/s - max velocity 5.5 m/s, min velocity 7.5 m/s - max velocity 8.5 

m/s. The medium access control (MAC) layer protocol implements the IEEE 802.1 lb distributed 

coordination function (DCF) with a four-way handshaking mechanism [94]. The link data 
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iaoie . o: zunuianon parameters. 
Parameter Value 

Network size (number of nodes) 10,20,30,40,50,60 
Data packet payload size 512 bytes 
Transmission data rate 64kb/s 

Area size 1000m x 1000m 
MAC Layer IEEE 802.11b 

Maximum transmission range 250 m 
Maximum number of traffic connections No. nodes /2 

Speed 0-5 m/s 
Simulation time 1000s 
Types of traffic UDP, CBR 
Mobility model Random Waypoint 

Initial nodal energy 4000 Joules 
Power Supply 3.3Volts 

Idle power (Pijie) 25mA = 0.0825W 
Receiving power (Pr) 468mA = 1.544W 

Transmission power (Pt,. �s) 572mA =1.8876W 

rate is 54Mb/s, the data packet size is 512 bytes and the transmission rate of data is 64kb/s 

CBR. The maximum transmission range is 250m. Inside the transmission range, the channel 

errors are characterized using the two-ray ground propagation model. 

We have illustrated the following results for 10,20,30,40,50 and 60 nodes, for each 

routing protocol; AODV, GTMR, AOMDV and OLSR we repeated the simulations for 

mobility levels 4.5-5.5 m/s, 7.5-8.5 m/s and 10.5-11.5 m/s: 

. GTMR extra average node lifetime for different network sizes and MANET routing 

protocols. 

" cumulative MANET lifetime for different network sizes and MANET routing proto- 

cols 4; 

" total routing overhead (packets) for different network sizes and MANET routing 

protocols; 

9 average end-to-end packet delay for different network sizes and MANET routing 

pmtocols; 
'Time to deplete the entire initial energy. 
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" less average intrusion detection energy cost per GTMR node. 

In Fig. 5.4(a) we have illustrated the extra average node lifetime of GTMR compared 

to different MANET routing protocols and for different network sizes. According to this 

graph, GTMR outperforms the rest of the protocols. We notice that the examined parameter 

is erratic for the other routing protocols (AODV, AOMDV, OLSR) in the sense that none 

of them comes second consistently. Additionally, none of them outperforms GTMR and 

has 6.8,14.2,6.04 minutes extra average node lifetime than AODV, AOMDV and OLSR for 

different network sizes. 

Fig. 5.4(b) depicts the same results for different mobility level, namely 7.5-8.5m/s. We ob- 

serve that the performance of GTMR has increased as mobility level has been raised. GTMR 

still outperforms the different routing protocols providing 8.6,10.1 and 8.8 minutes extra av- 

erage node lifetime compared to AODV, AOMDV and OLSR, respectively. In Fig. 5.4(c), we 

have plotted the same parameter for 10.5-11.5 m/s mobility level noticing that GTMR in- 

troduces 7.18,11.8 and 8.6 minutes extra average node lifetime than AODV, AOMDV and 

OLSR. 

To show the extra actual network lifetime which is measured in terms of usable energy 

to maintain the network operative (for example data transmissions, voice and video. ) we 

have plotted the cumulative lifetime for different network sizes and routing protocols in 

Fig. 5.5. In Fig. 5.5(a) we observe that GTMR consistently outperforms the other protocols 

due to the maximisation of the MANET utility as it has been analysed in the previous 

section. GTMR provides 193.4,202.5 and 210.7 minutes extra average network lifetime than 

AODV, AOMDV and OISR. Fig. 5.5(b) validates the same findings for higher mobility level 

with the outperformance of GTMR to be more pronounced. In this case, the GTMR extra 

network lifetime is 219.08,203.64 and 308.09 minutes compared to AODV, AOMDV and 

OLSR. Similar trend is followed by the different protocols for mobility level 10.5-11.5m/s 

as shown in Fig. 5.5(c) with 177.6,217.9 and 334.1 minutes extra GTMR average network 

lifetime than AODV, AOMDV and OLSR. 

The trend in Fig. 5.6 shows that GTMR has the highest packet overhead among all the 
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routing protocols simulated. This happens due to the GTMR routing algorithm which re- 

quires a higher route refresh rate to update the route energy levels for different routes. How- 

ever the fact that GTMR maintains better energy efficiency compounds the effectiveness 

of the algorithms. This also provides a promising avenue for future research to lower the 

overhead which will further improve the energy efficiency characteristics. With the incre- 

ment of the mobility level link breakages increase and the difference of GTMR with regards 

to the rest of the protocols, in terms of routing overhead, is slightly higher. This occurs due 

to GTMR discovering more link breakages because of the higher route refresh rate. 

Fig. 5.7 illustrates the end-to-packet delay for the different MANET routing protocols 

considering data packets. This is an important parameter assuming MANETs will be used 

for delay sensitive applications such as multimedia communications. We notice that GTMR 

mostly introduces approximately equivalent or less delay than the other protocols apart 

from AOMDV which is anyway tailored to reduce such a parameter. In Fig. 5.7(a), 5.7(b) 

and 5.7(c), we observe that higher mobility increases this delay without increasing the 

difference between the performance of all the protocols. 

Finally, in Fig. 5.8, we have plotted the GTMR less average node IDS energy consump- 

tion per second compared to the rest of the protocols. For mobility level 4.5-5.5 m/s, we 

notice from Fig. 5.8(a) that AODV, AOMDV and OLSR introduce in average 8.845,7.396 

and 11.4 mJoules/sec more average IDS energy cost, per MANET node, than GTMR, re- 

spectively. In Fig. 5.8(b), we see that for higher mobility (7.5-8.5 m/s) this difference is more 

pronounced for GTMR which has 10.5,8.27 and 17.76 mJoules/sec more average node IDS 

energy cost than AODV, AOMDV and OLSR, correspondingly. 

By increasing the mobility level to the range of 10.5 - 11.5 m/s, Fig. 5.8(c) shows that 

the differences in terms of the same parameter among the different protocols remains ap- 

proximately the same with the average differences of GTMR compared to AODV, AOMDV 

and OLSR to be 7.38,5.62 and 20.44 mjoules/sec. 
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5.3 Summary 

In this chapter we have used game theory to model non-cooperative security games be- 

tween a MANET and a group of collaborative malicious nodes called malicious coalition 

(MC). We have assume that each MANET node accommodates an intrusion detection 

system in order to detect malicious activities of any MC. Specifically, we have proposed 

two substantive non-cooperative game theoretic models. Model I, presented in Section 

5.1.1, formulates the situation where a MANET defends routes whilst Model II examines 

the case where the MANET protects individual nodes. For both games we have proven 

proven the existence of a NE. Thereafter, we have derived this equilibrium and we have 

calculated when the MANET utility is maximised. 

In Section 5.1.2 we have innovated by finding the defending and attacking probability 

distributions, of any MANET and malicious coalition, that maximise the utility of the 

players at the Nash Equilibrium (NE) of a non-cooperative security game between the 

aforementioned entities which defend and attack nodes, accordingly. We have derived the 

NE of the non-cooperative security game and we have proven its validity. In fact, we 

have shown that at the NE point, the MANET and the malicious coalition have to equally 

distribute their defending and attacking probabilities correspondingly. 

In Section 5.2, we have proposed the Game Theoretic MANET Routing (GTMR) protocol 

to increase MANET availability by reducing the network-wide intrusion detection cost 

based on a non-cooperative game theoretic model. According to GTMR, any source node 

chooses to route its data over a path r; that maximises the utility of the MANET at W. By 

undertaking thorough simulation studies we have evaluated the GTMR performance under 

varying MANET topologies and we have shown that it compares favourably to traditional 

routing protocols. 
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"When I examine myself and my methods of thought, I come to the conclusion that the gift of fantasy has 

meant more to me than any talent for abstract, positive thinking. ", Albert Einstein 

In this chapter we present the research achievements and limitations of the work un- 

dertaken in this thesis. We also provide several suggestions for future work. 

The overall goal of this thesis is to propose solutions for secure Mobile Ad-hoc NET- 

work (MANET) communications. Some of these solutions are concerned with emergency 

MANETs, required by the setting of the EU FP7 PEACE project. 

We started our investigation by looking at the main research areas of MANET secu- 

rity. We identify that the main issues pertaining to MANET communications are the pro- 

vision of integrity, confidentiality and availability by investigating secure routing, secure 

peer-to-peer overlays and game theoretic intrusion detection mechanisms. 

Our first contribution falls within the area of secure routing for emergency MANETs. We 

have proposed a secure mechanism for AODV called AODV Wormhole Attack Detection 

Reaction (AODV-WADR) to detect and react to wormhole attacks. 

One of the limitations of this contribution is the assumption of a symmetric pre-shared 

network-wide key which are hard-coded in each mobile device prior to the establishment 

of the network. This was a strong assumption in the scenarios defined by PEACE based on 

emergency cases where first responders could be securely equipped with such a device prior 
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to the network setup. Future work must provide a more sophisticated key management 

mechanism which will overcome the need for the existence of a pre-shared key and might 

also further improve the efficiency of our protocol. 

Another limitation of this protocol is that the detection of a wormhole attack currently 

takes place by identifying delays in a communication path from a source to a destination. In 

future work, a combination of the existing technique and a behaviour-based intrusion 

detection model would enhance detection accuracy. However, one must think carefully 

how such a model would affect the overall network performance in terms of QoS metrics 

such end-to-end delay and jitter. 

We then propose a hybrid version of IPsec tailored to satisfy the special requirements of 

emergency MANET communications. The performance evaluation shows that this hybrid 

version of IPsec introduces negligible time and space overhead to conventional routing 

mechanisms while it enables the adequate security level for MANET multimedia com- 

munications. We have used the same version of IPsec on top of CML routing to provide 

confidentiality, and integrity to the transmitted packets by designing the SCML protocol. 

A limitation of this contribution is that each node must cache a different pair of sym- 

metric keys for each of the associated MANET nodes. In SCML, this happens in order to 

avoid each node to be able to overhear the content of the transmitted packets when such 

a node is not the anticipated destination. In future, this limitation could be addressed by 

investigating a more efficient technique based on secret sharing and other tools, that have 

been out of scope for our work. 

Recently, other secure MANET routing protocols have been suggested in the literature 

such as 11011, [1021, [103], [104], [105], [106] and [107]. Some future work could evaluate 

SCML compared to these. Furthermore, a testbed implementation would have been ideal to 

act as a proof of concept in order to validate SCML outperforming other routing protocols 

which use asymmetric cryptography. 

With regards to secure peer-to-peer overlays for MANETs, we have extended the RO- 

BUST peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay to encompass security extensions that provide confi- 
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dentiality and integrity in order for all distributed hash table (DHT) transactions to be 

authenticated and private between only those participating in the overlay and appear en- 

crypted to any intermediate MANET node. The resulting contributions from this work are 
important for a future design and implementation of P2P protocols for MANETs, especially 

in the cases where data security and confidentiality is of high importance. 

Again here, the symmetric key management used by the peers of the overlay is a limita- 

tion of this contribution. Such a key management sits on top of the corresponding network 
layer key management to enable secure peer-to-peer communications rather than securing 

packets only on the network layer. In the same context, a more advanced key management 

scheme would avoid peers caching different key pairs for each of their predecessors and 

successors. Such a scheme could take more advantage of the clustered-based ROBUST's 

topology to reduce the size of the required cached cryptographic information. 

Further work could include comparisons of secure ROBUST with other structured peer- 

to-peer overlay approaches for MANETs and to assert that ROBUST is indeed a very effi- 

cient peer-to-peer overlay technique. Future work in the area of secure P2P for MANETs 

must also address the scalability issues experienced when a high number of peers are 

mobile. While ROBUST goes some way to addressing this problem with proximity syn- 

chronisation, it is clear that a lot of the encountered discrepancies stem from an inefficient 

transport protocol which should be addressed. 

Moreover, a real time testbed implementation of the secure ROBUST DHT will ben- 

efit our research and it might initiate the first standardisation activities within the realm 

of peer-to-peer networking for MANETs. We believe that by using such a peer-to-peer 

overlay architecture in conjunction with multi-secret sharing techniques, we can increase 

the security of the communications keeping at the same time the incurred space and time 

overhead to an acceptable level. 

The last contribution of this thesis is the use of game theoretic applications for en- 

hancing intrusion detection in MANETs. Specifically, we have used game theory to model 

non-cooperative security games between a MANET and a group of collaborative mali- 
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cious nodes called malicious coalition (MC). We have proposed two independent non- 

cooperative game theoretic models. Model I formulates the situation where a MANET 

defends routes whilst Model II examines the case where the MANET protects individual 

nodes. For both games we have proven proven the existence of a Nash Equilibrium and 

we have also derived it. 

More importantly, we have designed and developed the GTMR protocol to increase 

MANET availability by reducing the network-wide intrusion detection cost based on the 

non-cooperative game theoretic Model I. According to GTMR, any source node chooses to 

route its data over a path that maximises the utility of the MANET at the Nash Equilib- 

rium. By undertaking thorough simulation studies we have evaluated the GTMR perfor- 

mance under varying MANET topologies and we have shown that it compares favourably 

to traditional routing protocols. 

One limitation of our scenarios when testing GTMR, by using the network simulator ns- 
2, is that we have not defined and investigated a specific threat model. This leads to the ab- 

sence of an actual malicious coalition in the network. Neither, we have developed a specific 

intrusion detection mechanism in ns-2, but we have considered and added an appropriate 

energy cost for carrying out intrusion detection capabilities in each node. Thereby, any 
future work will benefit from the development of such an attacker model and an intrusion 

detection mechanism operated in each node. In this case, we will be able to evaluate how 

GTMR behaves in the presence of an MC in terms of packet loss, delay and other network 

parameters. 

By using Model 11, we have innovated by finding the defending and attacking probabil- 
ity distributions, of a MANET and MC, that maximise their utility at the Nash Equilibrium 

of a non-cooperative security game between such players which defending and attacking 

nodes, accordingly. We have derived the Nash Equilibrium of this non-cooperative security 

game and we have proven its validity. In fact, we have shown that at the Nash Equilib- 

rium, the MANET and the malicious coalition have to equally distribute their defending 

and attacking probabilities correspondingly. 
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The next step, regarding Model II is the implementation of a network simulator which 

will take into account a specific threat model and appropriate intrusion detection techniques 

running in each of the nodes. Our plans for future work includes simulation of scenarios 

where malicious nodes launch attacks against the MANET nodes whilst the latter are using 

intrusion detection techniques to recognise such attacks spending faster their residual 

energy. In such a work we will focus on maximising the intrusion detection sampling rate 

using the results of this thesis to achieve an efficient balance between intrusion detection 

as well as the implied energy consumption. 

In 11081 we have proposed a novel and simple method to provide recipients' anonymity 

in multihop ad-hoc networks. Although this work is not included in this thesis due to its 

preliminary nature, future work within the field of MANET security can be based on this 

anonymity method. Compared to anonymous methods that are solely based on hiding 

users identities with a hash, our proposal is more robust. In particular, identities change in 

every lookup so attackers cannot profile nodes in the network in addition to the fact that 

dictionary attacks are not possible since they usually require more time than the lifetime 

of a certain identity. 

To conclude, the work undertaken in this thesis is an important contribution to com- 

prehensive security frameworks for mobile ad-hoc networks. Such frameworks will likely 

to be included in future networking paradigms, when ubiquitous networking will be the 

case rather than the exception. 
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